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Roger Wilson Is
Truman Is Promoted
By Army
Rushed To
Hospital

Seen&Heard High Average
Around
On Tobacco
Murray
Is Reported

d

U. S. Army, Germany
(AHTNC)-Army Sergeant
Roger D. Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs, Boyce Wilson, Route 1,
Murray, recently received a
certificate of achievement and
Another all time high average
A. HANEY
PAUL
By
Now comes a thought from the
- was promoted to his present rank
for the sale of Type 23 dark fired
KANSAS CITY, Mo. c UPI)
First Christian Church. Their
tobacco was reported on the
President Harry S while serving with the 3D InFormer
bulletin of last Sunday says
Murray market on Wednesday.
Truman', 86, was rushed in an fantry Division in Germany.
"December is the month of the
An average of $53.32 was
ambulance to a hospital WO He earned the award for
year when we make a special
abdominal Meritorious Service with Cornreported for the day, according to
severe
suffering
effort to give gifts. Perhaps it
he was pany B, 4th Battalion of the
011ie Barnett, local market
said
Doctors
pain.
would be well if we gave the
Division's 64th Armor.
reporter. The sales were for
weak."
"fairly
following gifts all year." They 142,714 pounds for a total volume
chief Sgt Wilson entered the Army
33rd
nation's
The
point out that these gifts are free,
of $76,090.66.
executive was admitted to in April 1969 and completed basic
so you can afford to give
This high average was sixteen
Research Hospital in south training at Ft. Campbell.
generously.
cents higher than the other all
City at 8:28 am. CST.
Kansas
Harry Truman
time average of $53.16 reported
He was driven the 15 miles to
"LOVE-In abundance
on the Monday,January 18, sales.
the hospital from his 17-rooln
WARMTH-of your arms
This week some of the baskets
Victorian mansion in IndeltelaUNDERSTANDING-of all of the tobacco have sold for $61.00
-dence, Mo.
problems
per hundred weight. The price of
85, was at his
Bess,
wife
His
all
tranFORGIVENESS-of
$60.00 per hundred weight was
bedside. His bodyguard and life,Dr. Melvin B. Henley, an
sgressions
reported earlier as the high price
companion, Mike Westof chemistry long
professor
PATIENCE-at all times
associate
for baskets.
stood close by.
wood,
thoughts
KIND-and cheerful
The sales are continuing today at Murray State University, has
Truman's attending physician
chairman
JOY-of companionship
on the four Murray floors, been named the 1972
said he was hospitalized be- By United Press International
COURAGE-to face problems Doran's, Farris, Growers, and for the Kentucky Lake Section of
cause of a "rather sudden onset The temperature early today
Society.
Chemical
every day
the American
Planters.
moderately severe abdominal was 27 degrees in Dickinson,
of
INTEGRITY-a guide to live by
Volume of sales continued to The organisation is made up of pain."
N.D., close to the Canadian
LAUGHTER-with, not at
decline on burley tobacco sales chemists from Southern Illinois,
John P. Dreeves, a hospital border. It was also 27 at
is
never
here
COURTESY-t
Wednesday, with only nine Northern Tennessee and.West spokesman, said
diagnostic Daytona Beach, Fla., and that
enough
Kentucky markets conducting Kentucky. The group meets tests would be made to 27 was a record low in the
HOPE-for a better tomorrow sales. Prices also continued to
regularly nine times each year, determine the nature of Tru- Florida city.
TRUST-in all our fellowmen
decline in Wednesday's sales, one meeting of which is a joint man's illness.
FAITH-in God and the Human with more than one-half million session with local engineering
farther south, at Key
Truman's most serious illness Even
the 49 degrees
Race
,
pounds of leaf ringing more than societies_
returning home from West, Fla.,
since
LOYALTY-it helps so much
recorded there was a record
$355,000 for an average of $69.41
he
when
was
Washington
-not propellance
GUIDANCE-,
A native of Calloway County,
for this date. The previous
per hundred.
undewent gall bladder surgery low
degrees, with
UNSELFISRFIFAS-not.over- Lexington again Wednesday Dr. Henley received his
critical low was 54
in
He
was
1950's.
the
in
degree from Murray
indulgence
records dating back 100 years.
had the state's high market, with bachelor's
days
several
for
condition
FTUMrLITY-it produces quality an average of $70.89 pergiundred State in 1961 with majors in
were below
following.' a severe reaction to Temperatures
chemistry, mathematics and
DREAMS-may they all come pounds.
today through most .of
heezing
antibiotics.
earned his doctor's
true
Southeast and subzero
The Federal-State Market physics. He
Several years ago he suffered the'
continued in
MEMORIES-happy ones,io News Service reported that degree at the University of
temperatures
at
the
a fall in the bathroom
1964.
in
England.
Mississippi
last a lifetime."
New
northern
across the eight-state tobacco
Truman home and was hospitasoutherly winds from
belt there was little change in
lized for treatment of rib Strong
Well, we can't argue with that., grades from Tuesday. Recent
A former president and injuries and a general checkup Texas to the Midwest brought
sales are contained a large secretary of the Murray Civitan but was not regarded as warmer temperatures throughFellow says Congress is'due back percentage of no-grade offerings Club, Henley also is active in
ait that area. The northern Christmas Eve-1920. This is the i Ascription written on the back of this picture of Murray High School
seriously ill.
Midwest, which after the disastrous fire which destroyed the building. Mrs. Opal Outland, College F arm Road, is the
in Washington on January 21. which lowered the overall quality community affairs as a land
the fall he parts of the
after
However,
Wed- owner of this picture, belie‘ed to be the only known picture of the fire which destroyed the old
temperatures
Says that actually he and of marketing.
subzero
had
developer.
his
was slow to regain
stregt
brisk, hunittag. Mrs.Oullaad said that she was in the Fifth or Sixth grade at the school •.lien the fire ocs,
Congress have a lot in common. Covington and Harrodsburg.
expesiaseed
and)
to
an& reppelfreel never
He's got rbunch of bills left over dosed for the season Wednesday. /till" present time, he also is
southerly winds that gale curred. The man standing in front of the arch is Briscoe Robertson who now lives n Michigan. The
recovered the full vigor
associated with the development
from Last year and so has „
warnings were hoisted on three present building was constructed in 1923.
in
health
his
marked
had
Congress.
of the Fox Meadows and Coach
the great lakes -Superior,
of
WRONG DATE
on White'House.
and Huron.
Michigan
The Murray Sub District Youth Estates Mobile Home Parks
The attending physician at
Women's Lib members are Fellowship will meet Thursday, South 16th Street in Murray along
is Dr. Snow was rather light across
Hospital
Research
raising cain. They want to change January 28, instead of January 21 with Dr. Charles Homra, another
country today, with a few
Wallace. D. Graham. He be- the
nfifti I',... I n te r at lonal
the sign at the zoo to read as previously announced. The Murray State faculty member.
flurries occurring- in
scattered
came Truman's personal physiThere
lakes.
"Woman-eating Lions" and they meeting will be at seven p.m. at Mrs. Henley is the former Eva
great
northern
the
cian during his White House
also want to change the name in the Martin's Chapel United Mohler of Kirksey, and they have
also was a thin band of light Kentucky:
Increa sing
years.
New York to "Womanhattan-. Methodist Church.
from South Dakota to cloudiness today becoming ,._
snow
five children.
circulatLast spring, reports
By STEVE GERSTEL
upPer Michigan.
mostly cloudy tonight and
ed that Truman had suffered a
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
Rock group called Little Feet,
Wis.,
at
Park
Falls,
However,
Friday. Chance few showers
stroke or Parkinson's disease, a
92nd Congress convened today
Another one named Big Feet.
three inches of snow fell tonight and scattered showers NI
the nervous systerrun up to
of
disorder
under firm Democratic control,
early
period
Even thcnigh the.latter group is
six-hour
a
during
becoming
today
Warmer
Friday.
However, Graham denied both
opening a !ession which will
brand new, they are already
today.
Highs
cooler tonight and Friday.
reports.
write the legislative record of
bigger than Little Feet.
U.S. Other parts of the nation today in the 50s. Lows tonight:
33rd
Truman, the
Nixon's next two
President
today enjoyed fair and dry mostly upper 20s. Highs today in ,
President, suffered from arthriyears in office.
Another rock group has a new
weather.
mostly
tonight
50s. Lows
operation, the group also was tis of the knee which interfered
There was a major change of
sound, human voices
Temperaturet- early today upper 20s. Highs Friday 40s to
By 1111;
asked "to interview concerned with .his line-long habit of taking
et
th
in the House where
command
at
zero
below
17
from
A 10-member faculty task
low 50s.
campus, especially long walks, but he continued ranged
Rep. Carl Albert, D-Okla., took
at
degrees
Fellow says that he objects most force has been named at Murray groups on the
66
to
N.H.,
Lebanon,
a
invited
to
The public has been
staff, students„ even in recent weeks to 'take
over as speaker and Rep. Hale
to the women's lib movement is State University to study the the instructional
-- • ----Myth, Calif. - EXTENDED -OUTLOOK
concert tonight, Thursday, Boggs, D-La., became majority
groups and any others occasional strolls on his better
Northwest,
that he has to listen to their factors which could affect the minority
Pacific
the
In
Extended weather outlook for presented by the Murray High
who might contribute to the days with his companion,
speeches while he is doing the University's future growth.
cooler temperatures and a Kentucky Saturday through School Band. The program will leader.
number of students Westwood.
and
quality
The Senate confined itself to
dishes.
rain enabled Monday:
in
cessation
In announcing creation of the enrolled at the .University."
begin at 7 o'clock in th a ritu. 1 oath-taking ceremony
Truman became President
to
rivers
Oregon
swollen
group, Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Co-chairmen of the group are April 12, 1945, on the death of
7 chance of showers mainly University School Auditorium at on opeiing day but was faced
Mn. Humphrey Key calls to say president of Murray State, said
Forecasters said they east Saturday and Sunday Fair Murray State University.
Homra, chairman of President Franklin D. Roose- recede,
Charles
Dr.
with a,i early fight over a move
she was 13 when the first Murray its purpose is "to think creatively
no major
and colder over state Monday. Under the direction of Phil to chinge the traditional rule
of Psychology, velt and served until.. Jan. 20, felt there would be
High School burned. She was and to make specific recom- the Department
flooding.
30s
Shelton, three bands will present for e.ding filibusters.
Lows in the low to mid
Eugene Flood, an assistant 1953.
staying at Dr. Cravrford's house mendations to Ott administration and
Saturday morning. The mid 20s to the one hour concert. The
in the
management
of
professor
In .he House, 434 members where
of
part
which was located
in areas related to the Univerlow 30s Sunday morning. The audience will hear the elemen- 254 r•emocrats and 180 Republiof Business.
the Methodist Church now sity's future growth, particularly School
Monday
upper teens to low 20s
tary, junior high and high school cans -were sworn in simulAlso named to the task force
stands, and remembers this well. enrollment."
morning Highs mostly in the 40s bands.
were: Dr. Charles Daughaday,
taneously. There is one vacancy
She believes the last fire was in
Student enrollment at Murray an associate professor of
Saturday and Sunday and the 30s There will be no admission and 55 first-termers. In the
1916. This latter date is ac- State has declined a total of 281
charge.
Monday.
English; Dr. Keith Taylor,
Senate, 35 members including
cording to Dr. McElrath's students in the past two years
Around The Clock Work
assistant professor of education:
STEVEN CARTER
in
elected
11
newcomers
history. The snow started falling after hitting an all-time high of
_
... ., ,..,,
.
s.. . Aseiw.:•,siereeseurawaterver..,
William B. Taylor, assistant SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - "The operation so .far has
November were taken ..n to 'set
December 6, 1917, she says. She 7,334 in the fall of 1968.
S
8
iitt
said
sticeessful
professor of ,physics.
• --.2-------up a chamber consisting of 55
trom a Revere, an assistant at the
remembers it well because 'she In the fall of 1969, enrollment
Robert W. Head, an instructor The massive.,.span
Democrats and 45 Republicans.
and
up
'spread
and Mr. Humphrey sat up with a droPPed to 7.254 a- lass of 79
tanker
ruptured
marine biology station at
.
to'To
of art; David S. Payne, assistant
Dear Editor:
Nixon already has served
niece who had pneumonia. The students from the record high,
Pacific coastline Bolinas. "We'll just have
the
down
MarDr.
the
history:
to
of
pertains
professor
This letter
notice that he will present the
volunof
snow so deep the next day that and in the fall of 1970 a drop of 202
thousands
and
today,
works."
it
if
see
of
and
wait
shall Gordon, professor
sermons of Mr. Roy Beasley of new Congress in his Stateopf
students was recorded when 7,053 chemistry; Dr. Alice Koenecke, teers struggled to keep gooey
Revere said so far there were
(Continued on Page Ten)
Hugh Fuqua, son of Mrs. the 7th & Popular St. Church of the Union message Friday "the
When
the
from
away
oil
of
balls
registered.
no reports of egrets or herons
chairman of the Department- of black
Fuqua and the late Mr. Christ. Mr. Beasley has stated most comprehensive, the most
nesting grounds of the rare coated with oil. He said Marshall
returned to lf that dancing is morally wrong far-reaching, the most bold
Encouraged by the president to Home Economics an Rex
Murray,
of
Fuqua
associate white egrets and blue herons. volunteers working around the position as principal at the R. M. because it creates the desire for
an
take a close over-all look at all Alexander,
program in the domestic field
Cleanup crews aboard barges clock at the marine station had Millikin Elementary School, sex, the want to "park".
areas of the University's professor physical education.
ever presented to an American
equipped with vacuum hoses cleaned over 500 other shore Geneseo, Ill.. after the holidays Our reasons for writing this
congress.worked to. suck oil from San and sea birds.
one of his duties was the liar letter is to give a young adult's , However, Senate Den °crane
Francisco Bay, and tidal action
Further up the coast, ribbons vesting of bananas from the tw view on the subject at hand.
The Murray-Calloway County
Leader Mike Mansfield predictarried great quantities of the and blobs of oil drifted onto the trees at the school.
As said above, Mr. Beasley ed trouble for two
Rescue Squad answered a call to
the
National
the
Reyes
Golden
out
Pt.
oil
sand
at
heavy
bunker
Morgan' Cleanup shop on Pottwo banana trees were feels that the act of dancing President's priority the sures
threeThe
Gate, where it spread along 60 Seashore, coating about
tertown road yesterday afternoon
planted as small shoots 2"2 year creates the want-of sex. We say --welfare reform and direct
miles of wilderness beaches.
miles of coastline.
at 1 20 p.m.
ago in the central foyer-court o that the sex drive is inborn and federal revenue sharin with
Spill Estimates Vary
The shop, and three cars that The honor roll for the first Majors, Pete Roney, Paul , At Bolinas Lagoon volunteers
time,,. the school, grew to maturity and will always remain, no matter the states
"It's coming in all the
could not have been removed semester at Calloway County Rushing, Dennis Sears, Yvonne worked through the night to
each produced a large bunch of what social function they attend.
in said Chief Ranger Philip Ward. bananas,
ap- With rift' glacial function to attend.
weighing
from the shop were heavily High School has been released by Starks. Dennis Stubblefield + spread out a pontoon bridge
the
Kenneth Suiter, Phyllis Turner, an effort to keep the oil from "We don't know what
damaged according to a Principal Howard Crittenden.
proximately 22 pounds. twill not "parking' be all that is
invading the last nesting site of extent of wildlife damage will
Waters,
Robert
har
was
fruit
Washer,
l: to do-r
A's
all
ripened
Patty
spokesman for the squad
making
The
students
All
vested and the 10 foot trees cut During one of Mr. Beasley's
The firemen were able to keep and-or B's are eligible for the Judy Winchester, and Joar colonies of great blue herons be."
hundreds of dowr during a ceremony' at the programs on WNBS, he had a
Ward
said
and white egrets. •
the blaze down while volunteers honor roll. Students making all Robinson. volunteers worked all day scho•
quote from some young adult A gospel singing will'be held
brought one car, a truck and a A's will be designated by a +.
Rhonda. Black, Vickie Bolen,
ITEMS STOLEN
Wednesday, shoveling clumps , In a story in the Geneseo saying,:
she'll dance, she'll Friday„January,
dog out of the bunting structure Seniors-Linda Arnold -f, Tonya Bury, Mike Burchett,
22, stertin4 at
of sticky oil from the beach newsplper, Fuqua said the trees park." If a ir rl or bo .. has tote 7-30 p.m. at the Calvary,Temple
Eight squad members an- Barbara Etrittain +, Jan Brower, Dianne Burkeen, Teresa Byerly,
cans
garbage
into
Hall
Allen G. Tucker of Hart
7 orn. •1•.•
Chestnut St-eV
werefitaated in 1968 and said that- desire to'"park", it won't cc ir 1 '
swered the call and the Gail Bqen, Jerry Chapman, Marsha Conley, Alice Crawford,
Dormitory, Murray 'State The oil leaked from the they cad blossomed in June of from jast Ow: act of dancing.
Tauerriat:e at Chestnut and
firefighters laid 600 feet of 2"2 Kevin Cooper, David Coursey,
t• Cherrv.Streets_,
thaz
University, reported to the Standard Oil of californip last year -producing the large Mr. Be:.m...‘
IC°Minuet!on Page Ten
inch hose and 300 of P, inch hose Jill Criag +, Lyn Dunn, James
leave the damMurray Police Department at
(Continmed on Page Teal
to combat the fire.
bunch of lianabas which con- young adult,
Emerson 4, Debbie Erwin, Tim
red onwil
_
the program
ti,
at an
CORRECTION
But. whatFeatu
10;15 p.m. Wednesday
untied ti. .trovi and ripen until cut. and go "park
Squad Chief Terry Mullins this Fannin +, Reta Fturell, Danny
ires or
_
by
ft'n'Aelu
/tie
ten
apt
advertised
player
t
CITEA/
as
h
T
n
I
t
IMFZ'
tele
to
ONE
.111is
track
detergent
eight
thanks
morning expressed
• --rnslua -etplatritStItTitt-WftWilirlte-erfirrar
Herndon, Patsy Hopkins, Celia Tide
movie. after, Tenr.. and ;he Melody Notes st
t
Bikini gra-riff-Fair Giarif-kesIerday tapes had been stolen from his One 'person wü eild :Toe cut(ink of We fruit, the life cycle -parking '
---Mweray
llitifierNtiiria
te rfaly. The public is in
aturn
M
U.
Cooper, for the loan of six sec- Jones 4-, Mike Kline, Ginny should have been priced at $2,49 car parked at the Capri Theater loitering last night by the Murray
continued 4.1 7ajp,ae Ten)
(Continued on Page Ten
.
.
price.
Department
Police
advertised
lot
parking
the
nozzle.
than
,
2"-_
a
tions of hose and
Locke. Cathy Maddox -4- . lani rather

Dr. Henley Named
Head Of Society

Ford and
ere uD
674,
General
96, with.
r at 6934;
to 2541;
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3
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elephone
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Our 92nd Year

sk Force Named To
Growth At MSU

Congress Convenes Today
Under Democratic Control
urray High
'Band Concert
Se Tonight

Massive Oil Slick Spreads Up
And Down Pacific Coast Today

rugh -Fuqua NeTur
School For The
Banana Harvest
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Clean-up Shop Is
Damaged By Blaze

Semester Honor Roll At
Calloway High Released
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"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
Integrity of its Newspaper"

DINNER ROLL—President Nixon chats with (from left). aN Ford and comedian Bob Hope, who
were among
golfer Arnold Palmer, House GOP minority leader Ger- , dinner guests at Western White
House in San Clemente. -

THURSDAY—JANUARY 21, 1971

Man's Good Side

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

Minimum Price
Planned For For Popcorn
Next Week Is Announced

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TIRES RILE

11

Bitter zero cold is forecast for tonight with some chance of
.. snow. The mercury fell rapidly last night and a light snow began
to fall about 730 p.m. This morning at seven o'clock the thermometer stood at eight degrees.
Richmond Hall. Murray State College's new dormitory formal,
will be ready for occupancy March 1, according to President
Illb.Woo.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby D. Locke of Murray Route One are the
parents of a baby girl born at the Murray Hospital January 19.
Mrs. Harry Sparks spoke of her tour of Westminister Abbey at
the meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's
flub

bt. Wendell H:Rose, Sr.

held Monday through Wednesday. January 25-26-27.
Guest speakers will be I.
Wendell H. Bone, Sr., of Owensboro, former Murray minister.
snd - W. Jiir Cklle, Jackson,
Mississippi.
Four members of the Alumni
Association
will also be
speaking: John M. Ahart,
Smithland: Paul McGinnis,
Aillerman, Illinois; John Rogers,
Pinckneyville, Illinois; and
Ronald Wingo, Princeton. Music
will be under the direction of
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
alumni chorister Robert Herring,
Cadiz.
Sessions, open to the interested
Otis Lee Edwards, age 69. of Backusburg, died January
19. His
public, will begin at 10:00 each
• death was due to a heart attack.
morning, continue through the
•
Jimmy Crouch, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood I
of Lynn
afternoon,and meet again at 7:00
tyfuve, was ntgn scorer for the New Mexico AggiesCrouch
in their game
on Monday and Tuesday, ending
recently with the Flagstaff Lumberjacks of Texas. New
Mexico
at noon on Wednesday The
won 99 to 46 with Jimmy getting 16 points.
school is located on North 15th
r
In local basketball action Murray High over Bowling
Green 53 Street
in Mayfield
r. to 49, Almo over Heath 64 to 59, College High of Bowling
Green
7,5. over Murray Training School 49 to 35, Hardin over Hazel
75 to 36,
' and Lynn Grove over Fulton 40 to 39.
'
Mrs. Robert Craig was hostess for the meeting of the East Hazel STRIKE ENDED
VENTURA, Calif (Lin).—
Homemakers Club Mrs. Hoyt Craig and Mrs. Harley Craig
gave
the lesson on "Wood Finishes and Their Application".
Peanut butter and jelly sandwiches Tuesday ended a six-day
hunger strike by inmates of the
Ventura County Jail.

20 Years Ago Today

I
i

Bible Thoughtfor Today
There (ore

-

Oat)• man

leave his father and his mother.—

Undei God.s man's hrst allegiance is to his wife Kindness to
-oni'diniiitnófbischedu1ed by their manipulation of his
ainscience.

Officials said the prisoners
demanded the sandwiches on .e
ortee-a-week basis to brealcup the
monotony of soup for lunch. The
Inmates also wilrget !cigar far
their morning cereal

WANT AO
WORK WONDERS
---10011LDWIDE

f

A family quarrel in a second-floor
apartment at 521 Russell street. Covington, was climaxed by a fire that destroyed
the husband's car.
The Tuesday night blaze totally disabled Walter Goforth's 1959 Chevrolet. and
the flames spread to the- frame apartment
building itself
The lire department saved the. house,
but Goforth is now walking to wotk
•
Mrs. Dorothy Goforth, '39, faces a
charge of arson.
At a hearing in Covington Police Court
vestsrday, bet tia.4 wok referred to the- 1‘Cnion County Grand-ilusy,
4-
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
US

get NORTH
7513-633.3
3:30 5:30._ 7:30 9:30

TmeliAlit HAW
314"Es AIR FORCE'

AL
L.Pa EVI
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tificate in commemoration of the
award.
Dr. Russell Ross, who has
recently opened medical offices
in Murray, was a special guest at
the meeting.
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Total harvested popcorn
acreage in the U.S. in 1970
amounted to 132,300 acres with a
value of approximately $8.3 TAMPA, Fla.—U. S. Ai Force
Technical Sergeant Lim N.
million.
Elkins, brother of Bob H. Elkins,
The AAMA recommendations Hardin, Ky., has arrived for duty
were based upon the AAMA at MacDill AFB, Fla.
popcorn adivrry committee's Sergeant Elkins, a weapons
analysis of the 1871 market and supervisor, is assigned to a unit
the conditions affectint gl'ewers of the Tactical Air Command. He
acceptance of processor contract previously served at Phu Cat AB,
offers The committee advises Vietnam.
that 1,971 popcorn contracts must The sergeant is a 1952 graduate
be improved to attract adequatEd Hardin High School. His wife is
acreage due to competition frotn the former Bernice M. Vaughn.
alternate crops, changes in the
federal farm programs, exceptionally strong 1970 popcorn
market price, the 1970 corn blight
experiences,and the high risks of
growing speeialty crops compared to other field crops.
In addition to the price
recommendations, the AAMA
recommended improvement in
contract terms related to seed
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Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
Tragedy sometimes brings home the point that
National Institute of Mental Health
human beings will work together regardless of
Many changes in hospital and development of the disposable
their religion, personal beliefs, convictions or
health services, including a syringe.
Hidden megisdne
thinking.
as our bones and flesh.
national health insurance plan, "Until the early 1960's," he
Scientific evidence from bioMost of us are dimly aware are in store for Americans in the said, -hospitals were having a
The unfortunate incident which occurred this
medical research shows that
that we fluctuate in energy, 1970's, a leading medical supply difficult time keeping skilled help
man is constructed not only of
week at Hazel saw many, many people volunteer
mood, well being, and perforinmatter, but that he is also a
executive has told members of to do the sterilization techniques
their services to find a lost young man. The inance each day, and that there
creature of time—dependent
the Marketing Club at Murray required for the use of glass
are
longer,
more
subtle
behavcident ended in tragedy, but nonetheless, the very
upon unseen biological clocks,
syringes."
ioral alterations each week, State University.
organized down to his cells acfact that such an outpouring of human compassion,
. As a result of becoming of this
Speaking
each
at
month,
Barkley
season,
Lodge
and
year.
cording to temporal mechadesire to help, and wish to cooperate was evidenThrough studies of biological
Thursday, Jan. 14), Karl D. opportunity, he said, the plactic,
nisms, and bound to subtle,
rhythms, many aspects of hu- Rays, president and chief pre-sterilized syringe so comfluctuating rhythms in health ced, is enough to show anyone that even though
man variability—in symptoms exeautive officer of the American monly used today was developed
and
in
disease.
there is much to be desired in human nature, there
of illness, in response to mediThis is the theme that
by researchers within his
cal treatment, in learning and Hospital Supply, Corp., Evanis also much that we can appreciate.
emerges from a major new
organization.
ill.,
ston,
told
marketing
128
the
job
performance
—
are being
research report, "Biological.
So many agencies joined hands in the search. The
Students and guests that "a lot of "Today, these are being used
illuminated.
Rhythms in Psychiatry and
city administration of Hazel, Calloway County, city
96 per cent of the hospitals in
result,
As
a
timing promises work needs to be done" in the
Medicine," issued by the Nato become an important factor national medical health services the United States, and represent
of Murray, and State officials, worked together.
tional Institute of Mental
in preventive health programs field.
a $100 million annual market
Health.
Rescue Squads from Calloway County, Henry
and medicine. For ex
le.
The Institute has pioneered
In citing anticipated trends in opportunity. They are delivered
County, State Police, Civil Defense officials, all
since
the effects of drugs
a wide spectrum of biological
relation to growth and service to the hospitals guaranteed
in part upon the time of
in
cooperated with the headquarters set up at the
rhythms' research, in its own
opportunities
for his firm, Bays sterile for one-time use,
istration, timing may be u d as
laboratories and through grant
Hazel City Hall.
pointed
to
great need for eliminating the labor required to
"a
sap,port. These
from the - _ a critical aspect. of treatment.
The Hazel Woman's Club served coffee- and-- testing of new range.
X-ray treatments, surgery, and knproved health care programs sterilize the old, glass-type
drugs and prosyringe."
even psychotherapy may be in this country."
sandwiches Sunday night with the cooperation of
cedures to clinical and public
influenced in their outcome
Americap, Hospital Supply is
_health
programs.
"As
nation.”.__he
said,
a
"we
This
research
the Calloway County Red Cross chapter. Civil
timing.
is exploring previously unrank 19th in male life expectancy, the nation's leading manufacDefense officials from Christian County and the . touched as well as old areas of
"Biological Rhythms .
in Psy- and 15th in infant mortality. turer and distributor of a broad
chiatry and Medicine"• is availthe once neglected but now
state brought radio equipment. The Calloway
range of ,products serving the
able from the Superintendent of There are 24 million people who
burgeoning field of biological
County Board of Education provided buses to
Documents, U.S. Government have no hospital insurance health care, scientific, industrial
rhythms and their relevance to
transport searchers. Murray State University and
Printing Office,' Washington. whatsoever, and in 1968, there and educational fields. It also is
man's health.
DC. 20402. It is Public Health were.61 million Americans with one of the top 300 firms in the
From the moment of conthe Murray State ROTC worked together to obtain
Service Publication No. 2088 no 'in-hospital' medical expense United States as measured by
ception until death, rhythm is as
a helicopter to aid in the search. A local crop duster
and costs $1.75.
much a part of our structure
coverage. In addition, there are "Fortune" and "Forbes"
used his plane and the' Kentucky State Police
108 million with no prescription magazines.
brought in their plane.
/drug coverage." "We feel that Bays, who became its
chief executivepresidnta officer
Ministers, Rescue Squad members, people, all
we, as a company, must be
concerned with these problems January rof this year, has been
joined in the extensive manhunt which led to a
and welcome arty opportunity to with the organization for 13
tragic ending at the edge of a large pond.
work with the Congress In getting years.
One sometimes gets "fed up" with human nature
the kind of health service Following his talk, the speaker
and sometimes we tend to think that the most of
legislation passed which will be was presented a certificate "in
human nature is composed of selfishness and
of benefit to all the people," he recognition of this contributions
to the Collegiate Chapter of the
greed. Then a cooperative effort such as the one
CHICAGO—The American added.
Bays, a native of Corbin, American Marketing Association
The Annual Mid-Winter Bible Agricultural
Marketing
which occurred this week comes about, and we are
and to the Marketing Marketing
refreshed and our faith is renewed in our fellow Conference of the Alumni Association has announced a Kentucky, and a former football Department at Murray
State."
Association of Mid-Continent recommended minimum 1971 player at Eastern Kentucky
man.
Baptist Bible College and Baptist contract price of $4 per hundred University, also emphasized The presentation was made 1:1,
Many human beings are so made that when there Bible Institute, Mayfield, will be pounds for shelled popcorn and several of a number of con- Philip Vance, president of the
is no pressure, no impending danger, no tragedy,
$3.65 per hundred pounds for ear tributions his firm had made to club and a graduating senior.
popcorn according to Kenneth the medical service industry, Vance also was recognized 1:).
no motivation to' come together, that we tend to go
Hood, general manager for citing, in particular, its Dr. Bill Seale, chairman of the
our own way, seeking our own ends. But when a
MSU Marketing Department, as
AAMA.
real and crying need arises, the human being is
quality, planting dates, in- the Outstanding Marketing
The AAMA, an affiliate of the crement scales for grading Student for the 1970-71 school
capable of unmatched compassion, an outpouring
American
Farm
Bureau moisture content, determination year.
of the milk of human kindness, an unselfishness;
Federation, serves as a common of acceptable quality, delivery
Vance's selection as the Out
and a desire to help others which lifts the human
agent for State Farm Bureau allowance and conditions and standing Marketing Student for
being to new heights.
marketing associations which storage.
the 1970-71 school year also was
Our sympathy is expressed to this Hazel family
offer marketing services to
announced at the meeting by
who lost their son, but we know they appreciate the
popcorn growers in six states
Charles Lounsbury, an instructor
including Ohio, Illinois, Indiana,
in marketing at the University,
actions of their friends and neighbors and utter
Kansas, Michigan and Kentucky.
and was presented with a cerstrangers who came just to help.
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By United Press International Seattle stopped Atlanta 112-108,
If winning close games is the Cincinnati downed Phoenix 126measure of a good basketball 114 and Buffalo ripped Portland
team then the Milwaukee Bucks 126-106.
are indeed a very good team Chet Walker scored 33 points,
The Bucks continued their converting 15 of 16 foul shots,
rampage through the National as the Bulls handed the Knicks
Basketball Association Wednes- their fifth defeat in the last six
day night, recording their 10th games. New York drew to
Newton with 19.3, rank third and
their most crucial road-trip of the
straight victory, 120-116 over within three points in the final Kentucky's perennial SEC
seventh in SEC scoring and oneand
MU
at
games
with
ll champions, after season
the Baltimore Bullets.
two in rebounding, Sanders with
minute but a free throw by basketba
Alabama.
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14.6 and Newton, 13.0. In field
The Wildcats maintained sole
is fifth
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goal shooting, Newton
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lead
SEC
the
n
of
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face what now must be termed
sixth with
left and Lew Alcindor had a 39- reach.
Sanders
and
55.9
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to
perfect 4-0 record prior
point performance to lift the
55.2.
John Havlicek and Jo Jo
Tennessee game, and now they
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has solid support from
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guards
their
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from North
mark in the NBA.
transfer
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ABA Standings
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Carolina._ State averaging 18.3
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Internati
Press
second.
United
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and hitting 56.3 from the
East
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head-on Wednesday when he to be taking
off
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the
in
salmon
in
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times
eight
support
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his
top
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14 - UTAH STATE
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Sports Ratings

DON CARS

OPP0KENT
K480114_
!UM'TE
oprort3*7
MARGIN
FAVORITE
-ODATINUED
MAJOR GAMES OF 1-23-71
GAMES OF 1-22-71:
BOISE
12
IDAHO STATE
COLUMBUS
4
AUGUSTA
MERCER
JACKSONVILLE-F. 24
BENEDICT
STATE
BETHUNE COOKKAN 14
OKLAHOMA
21
KANSAS
CLEVELAND STATE
16
BUFFALO STATE
ST. JOSEPHS-IND.
24
KENT STATE
IOWA
2
CINCINNATI
L. S. U.
5
KENTUCKY
BLACKBURN
17
CONCORDIA-MO.
SO. ILLINOIS
3
KY. WESLEYAN
BUCKNELL
4
CORNELL-N.Y.
LAFAYETTE
14
LASALLE
JUDSON
8
EUREKA
S. W. LOUISIANA
3
VEGAS
LAS
T
ROOSEVEL
37
FERRIS
DRAXE
1
CALIFORNIA-S.L.O. LOUISVILLE
16
FRESNO STATE
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
6
LOYOLA-N.O,
(
CLARK-ORE
4
LEWIS
32
HAWAII
DePAUL
33
MARQUETTE
D
NORTHLAN
27
LAKELAND
BOWLING GREEN
11
MARSHALL
SAN FERNANDO
LOS ANGELES ST. 15
GEORGE WASHINGTON
.3
MARYLAND
SAM DIEGO STATE
6
LOUISIANA TECH
OHIO U.
7
MIAMI -OHIO
N. C. WESLEYAN
28
LYNCHBURG
NORTHWESTERN
1
MICHIGAN
CITY-U.M.
KANSAS
17
MO, SOUTHERN
MONTANA
17
MONTANA STATE
-FLORIDA
MIAMI
9
OKLAHCMA CITY
BALTIMORE
12
NAVY
E. NEW MEXICO
10
ORAL ROBERTS
EL PASO
5
NEW MEXICO ST.
LEA
19
PARSONS
WICHITA
8
NORTH TEXAS
CHICO STATE
27
PEPPERDINE
MINNESOTA
3
OHIO STATE
S. E. OKLAHOMA
16
PHILLIPS
WASHINGTON-S.L.
34
OKLAHOMA
UTAH
SOUTHERN
23
REGIS
V. R. I.
27
OLD DOMINION
GRINNELL
21
RIPON
TENNESSEE TECH
3
PAM AMERICAN
TECH
MONTANA
26
MOUNTAIN
ROCKY
VILLANOVA
7
ANIA
SAN FRANCISCO ST. PENNSYLV
11
SAN FRANCISCO
ARMY
3
VENN STATE
C. P. POMONA
24
SANTA BARBARA
NORTH CAROLINA ST.
1
PITTSBURGH
FORT HAYS
14
SO. COLORADO
DAVIDSON
4
PRINCETON
U.
AMERICAN
18
TEMPLE
MASSACHUSETTS
4
PROVIDENCE
BELMONT
5
TRANSYLVANIA
LEHIGH
12
RIDER
LOYOLA -ILLINOIS
32
U. C. L. Al
STEUBENVILLE
ST. FRANCIS-PA. 15
MOUNT'MARTY
25
VALLEY CITY
ST. FRANCIS-N.Y. '
33
ST. JOHNS-N.Y.
FORT LEWIS
14
W NEW MEXICO
NIAGARA
ST. JOSEPHS-PA. 11
MAJOR GAMES OF 1-23-71:
HAYWARD
ST. MARYS-CALIF. 17
-TEXAS
TRINITY
8
AIR FORCE
WAGNER
27
ST. PETERS
NORTHERN ARIZONA
23
ARIZONA STATE
LOUISIANA TECH
8
SANTA BARBARA
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
9
AUSTIN PEAT
PACIFIC
SANTA CLARA
CANISIUS
6
BOSTON COLLEGE
MANHATTAN
7
SETON HALL
SAN FRANCISCO
19
CALIFORNIA
--BAYLOR
S. M. U. -------"TAMPA
7
CITADEL
UTAH
I
STANFORD
BUCKNELL
9
COLGATE
ALABAMA
3
TENNESSEESTATE
IOWA
16
COLORADO
M
TEXAS A
5
T. C. U.
WYOMING
6
COLORADD STATE
TEXAS
6
TEXAS TECH
MIAMI -FLORIDA
16
CREIGHTON
CORPUS LHRISTI
27
TULSA
BOSTON U.
12
DARTMOUTH
NOIRE DAME
8
U. C. L. A.
DETROIT
2
DAYTON
BRIGHAM YOUNG
5
UTAH STATE
WEST CHESTER
14
DELAWARE
AUBURN
8
VANDERBILT
SO. COLORADO
18
DENVER
CLEMSON
6
VIRGINIA TECH
4
ST. BONAVENTURE
DU(lUESSE
OREGON STATE
3
WASHINGTON
WILLIAM E. MARY
4
EAST CAROLINA
OREGON
1
WASHINGTON ST.
GEORGIA TECH
8
FLORIDA STATE
PORTLAND
14
WEBER STATE
ST. MARTINS
20
FRESNO STATE
SO. MISSISSIPPI
25
WEST TEXAS
PI
MISSISSIP
7
-GEORGIA
RHODE ISLAND
8
LEWIS & CLARK-OREG WEST VIRGINIA
35
HAWAII
MURRAY
11
W. KENTUCKY
ASSUMPTION
4
HOLY CROSS
TOLEDO
12
W. MICHIGAN
KANSAS STATE
10
HOUSTON
OTHER COLLEGE GAMES OF JANUARY 23, 1971
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVOIITE
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
PAINE
21
LAGRANGE
YOUNGSTOWN
6
AKRON
NORTHLAND
32
LAKELAND
FORT VALLEY
14
ALABAMA STATE
ST, ANDREWS
35
LANDER
TEXAS SOUTHERN
14
ALCORN A & M
ARTESIA
32
LaDJURNEAU
27
GRACE
AKDESSON___
TROY STATE
12
LIVINGSTON ST.
SAGINAW VALLEY
38
AQUINAS
BALTIMORE COUNTY
32
LOYOLA.MD.
SHAW-MICHIGAN
16
ASHLAND
NORTHWOOD-TEXAS
28
LUBBOCK
OAKLAND CITY
2
dEREA
VIRGINIA WESLEYAN
27
LYNCHBURG
LeMOYNE OWENS
BETHEL-ZENAESSEE 6
NORTH CENTRAL
12
MILLIKEN
I. LAUDERDALE
22
BISCAYNE
BIRMINGHAM 93.
18
MONTEVALLO
SONOMA STATE
30
S.L.O.
MORAVIAN
27
MMILENBERG
LAMBUTH
11
LAMPBELLSVILLE
PF1EFFER
14
NEWBERRY
L. M. U.
19
CARSON NEWMAN
WEST FLORIDA
10
NORTHERN MICHIGAN NICHOLS-LA:
14
(INT MICHIGAN
An:A. TEXTILE 32 TRENTON STATE
BELLARMINE
22
CENT. ST. OHIO
HARRIS TEACHERS
39
QUINCY
JOHNSTOWN
32
CLARION
WESTMINSTER-UTAH
28
REGIS
TUFTS
17
CLARK-MASS.
WRIGHT STATE
16
RIO GRANDE
BELOIT
23
COE
ROBERTS WESLEYAN
17
ROGER WILLIAMS
SOUTHERN UTAH
9
COLORADO MINES
CLARKSON TECH
16
R. P. I.
CONCORDIA-ILL.
18
CONCORDIA-MO.
MacALESTER
ST. JOHNS-MINN. 24
mAL0NE
22
DEFIANCE
TEXAS WESLEYAN
ST. MARYS-TEXAS 15
INDIANA CENTRAL
2
DAMN
KNOX
25
ST. OLAF
NETROIT COLLEGE 211, NORTHWOOD-MICK.
STATE. .
111081.114EMITA. , 27
.4
. JOIM JAY
39
•
**ISM !
:1T1C SILL
29
SAMFORD
22' MANCHESTER
EARLON
MORRIS BROWN
19
SAVANNAH
BARRTNGTON
28
EASTERN CONN.
PASADENA
SEATTLE.TACIFIC 25
LACROSSE
42
EASTERN MICH.
JACK9OW.ILLE-A.
8
SHORTER
55 MONTANA TECH
EASTERN MONT.
NEW PALTZ
24
SOUTHAMPTON
CLAFLIN
18
EDWARD WATERS
ARMSTRONG
10
SOUTHERN TECH
CULVER STOCKTON
6
ECMARDSVILLE
KANSAS CITY-U.M.
9
S. W. BAPTIST
ST. MARY -KANSAS
EMPORIA COLLEGE 20
WILLIAMS
23
SPRINGFIELD
BALL STATE
4
EVANSVILLE
HANOVER
3
TAYLOR
LEHMAN
28
F. D. MADISON
OHIO DOMINICAN
9
THOMAS MORE
SALEM-WEST VA.
35
FAIRMONT
W. MARYLAND
18
TOWSON STATE
TEl STATE
3
FINDLAY
DAVID LIPSCOMB
14
TRANSYLVANIA-CUMBERLAND
8
FISK
LAVERNE
16
SOUTHWESTERN-KANS. U. S. INT.
25
FRIENDS
INDIANA NORTHERN
32
URBANA
UNION-KENTUCKY
2
GEORGETOWN -KY.
PIEDMONT
VALDOSTA
7
EASTERN ILLINOIS
GA. SOUTHERN
LUTHER
16
WARTBURG
BETHEL- INDIANA
23
GOSHEN
MO. WESTERN
12
WASHBURN
PRAIRIE VIEW
17
GRAMBLING
NORTHERN
OHIO
5
WAYNE-MICHIGAN
LAKE SUPERIOR
18
GRAND VALLEY
FROSTBURG
17
G
WAYNESBUR
CHICAGO CIRCLE
18
GREEN BAY
BERRY
10
WEST csosciA
HIRAM
17
HEIDEIBEC
AL)). BROADDUS
21
WEST VA. TECH
LAKE FOREST
20
HOPE
COLORADO WESTERN
3
W. NEW MEXICO
NEWARK ENG.
31
HUNTER
OREGON COLLEGE
33
WESTERN WASH.
ST. FRANCIS-IND.
18
HUNTINGTON
AUSTIN
17
WILEY
VALPARIASO
12
INDIANA STATE
MILLSAPS
20
WILLIAM CAREY
CHICAGO STATE
16
INDIANA TECH
.
PARK
41
WILLIAM JEWELL
EUREKA
26
IOWA WESLEYAN
OBERLIN
15
WITTENBERG
TENNESSEE STATE
8
KENTUCKY STATE
CASE TECH
27
KNOXVILLE
WOOSTF.R_
17
KING-TENNESSEE
PCT-850
MISSED-370
HII-2100
SEASONS RECORD
•

If You Had to Compete with the 3 Biggest
Automobile Dealers . ..

WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
Between now and February 28th, American Motors
will give you a General-Electric,-124011-Portable TV
with any new car you buy!
Come by Cain 8 Treas
Motor Sales today and
see our line of American
Motors cars .. .

THERE'S ONE JUST FOR YOU!!
The AM X

n & Treas Motor Sales
Cai
er Road

Coldwat

Phone153-6448
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Grandson Mrs. Agnes Stephens Married
In Church Ceremony At Lebanon, Tenn.

Miss Kathy Green
To Be Married To
Rickard J. Thomas

THURSDAY-JANUARY 21, 1971

FBIRT_FISJ

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Schroeder
of Dexter Route One are the
conservative designer, promises
Woman's View
/
parents of a baby boy, Jeffrey
to display shorts only for
By ALINE MOSBY
j
Mr and Mrs. Wade E. Green of Dale, weighing eight pounds 74 PARIS (UPI) -Paris ba- sportswear. Marc Bohan of the
Hazel Route Two announce the ounces, born on Monday, nished the leggy look for winter Dior salon insists that skirt
engagement and approaching January 18, at 6:37 p.m. at the but it will stride back on the shorts belong only in a vacation
marriage of their daughter, Murray -Calloway County scene in a limited way come wardrobe, not on the street.
spring and summer.
Most of the Paris designers
Kathy M., to Richard J. Thomas, Hospital.
so:: of Mr. and Mrs. Authur J. The new father is employed at French designers will open have sworn off long trouser
Thursday, Jamaary 21
the General Tire and Rubber their spring collections next suits and knickers.
Thomas of Independence, Mo.
The women of Murray Moose
Monday and the advance word
A third trend (after the
The bride-elect is a graduate of Company, Mayfield.
Lodge will meet at the lodge hall The Gamma Gamma chapter
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. is the midi and maxiskirts are Chanel length and the
Calloway County High School and
short
at 7:30 p.m.
of Beta Sigma Phi held its first
attended
Murray
State J. C. Schroacier and Mr. and Mrs. to be shelved for the warmer shorts) is the revival of vivid
meeting of the new year on
University. She is presently Stanley Dennis, all of Dexter weather. But no, the mini is not colors, moving away from the
The Hazel School PTA vitt Tuesday, January 12, at sevenmuddy wines and rusts.
employed at the Independence Route One. Great grandparents back with a great sweep.
meet at the school at seven p.m. thirty o'clock in the evening at
Sanitarium and Hospital as ward are Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Most houses are creating
Boots are gone and several
with Supt. Bill Miller as the the home of Mrs. Ed Thomas.
secretary in pediatrics. She plans Schroeder, Mr. and Mrs. James dresses about the "Chanel salons still are determined to
speaker. The executive board
Chadwick
and Mrs. Bell Hopkins length," just below the knee, revive those platform soled
Eleven active
members
will meet at 6:30 pin.
to further her education in
repeated the opening ritual and
registered inhalation therapy. all of Dexter Route One.
because shorter skirts are shoes of the 1940s.
cooler for the new season than
Mr. Thomas was graduated
Advance News
The Lynn Grove School PTA conducted the business meeting.
the leg-hiding midis and maxis.
from William Christman High
Some advance news from the
will meet at the school at seven The minutes were read and the
roll was called. Mrs. Martha Ails,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Mathis of The length is named fog Coco individual salons:
School in 1965 and attended
p.m.
president, read an International
Metropolitan Junior College, Hardin Route One announce the Chanel, the French designer
-Marc Bohan at Dior:
Communication ccmgradulating
Kansas City, Mo. He served fou,r birth of a baby girl, Jennifer who died Jan. 10. She clung to a "Neither mini or maxi, but
The Hazel Woman's Club is the chapter's works for 1970.
years in the U.S. Navy as fa Marie, weighing six pounds 71,1 classic length no matter what skirts just below the knee. No
scheduled to meet at the club
hospital corpsman and plans to ounces, born on Sunday, January other designers did.
more sad colors. I wish to
The treasurer's report was
room at seven p.m.
further his education in 17, at 10:02 a.m. at the Murray- As for the pants trend, Paris rejuvenate
women
by
10
given with an expense report
registered inhalation therapy. He Calloway County Hospital.
plans to show the leg almost years."
The Business and Professional summarizing the budget inis presently employed as The new father is employed by completely, but
-J. W. Crahay at Lanvin:
more
for
Women's Club will have a dinner cluding expenses to date.
laboratory assistant with G.A.F. the Murray Division of the amusement than for a basic "Tiny shoulders, natural waisThe
social
committee
meeting at 6:30 p.m. at the
gave
Corp. Building Product Div., appan Company.
fashion. Silk and velvet short tline, culotte skirts, skirts just
Murray Woman's Club house. decisions on the Valentine
Mr. and Mrs. Stokely Mathis of shorts of the miniest of lengths below the knee...shorts for
Kansas City, Mo.
The World Affairs asImnittee will banquet to be held February 12
The double ring ceremony will Hardin and Mrs. Helen Robinson for evening are said by couture sports and for dinner...Ne more
be ul dharge of almannuis. with the committee to determine
be solemnized on Thursday, of Murray are the grandparents. sources to be in the shows of boots but dark stockings with
_
place of the banquet.
February 4, at seven o'clock in Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Williams of Jean Patou, Ted Lapidus, flat shoes for day, higher heels
Temple Hill Choler No. 511
evening in the R.L.D.S. Kirksey are the great grand- Torrente, Andre Courreges and for evening."
the
Order of the Eastern Star will 11e service chairman gave her
chapel,
In- parnets.
Jeanne Lanvin. Discreet day-Yves St. Laurent: "Half the
auditorium
report
on
the
upcoming
February
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
dependence, Mo.
time versions are even -prom- collection is long, half is short.
service
projects
including
the
p.m.
The couple plans to reside in A baby boy, Mark Linn, ised for the Hubert de Givenchy Women can choose."
annual Coffee Day on February 1,
Mr. and Mrs. John Clair Maggart
weighing eight pounds four collection, disguised a bit by
Independence.
-Courreges: "Casual short
and
the
collection
of
money
at
the
The Home Department of the
ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs. skirts for women who've long clothes for the young, a
Murray
State
game.
These
jewel
and
will
trim
carried white
The sanctuary of the First
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Jack Watkins of Murray Route since passed their teens.
sensible
short
length
for
both serve as donations for the
United Methodist Church in orchids on their hand bags.
at the club house at two p.m. with
Seven on Sunday, January 17, at
others."
Shorts for Sports
Heart
F.
Reception
Lebanon, Tennessee, was the
Dr. Harry M. Sparks as the
12:17 p.m. at the Murray- Madeleine de Rauch, a more
Miss Susanne McDougal gave a
A reception was held imscene of the wedding of Miss Rita
speaker. Hostesses will be
Calloway
County Hospital.
nr...717
very
enlightening
program on Johnson, daughter of Mr. and mediately
following
the
Mesdames Quinton Gibson, E. R.
The new father will receive his
radio
and
television
in
ceremony
which
Lebanon
at
the
Golf
Mrs. Perry H. Johnson to John
Hagen, Fleetwood Croudi, J. T.
degree from Murray State
each one took part by reading
Sammons, Max Hurt, and Frank
Clair Maggart, son of Mr. and and Country Club. Music for
University this month and will
over
a
tape
recorder. Mrs. Fred Lee Maggart, all
dancing was provided by a group
Holcomb.
of
begin
his teaching position at
drilirous refreshments of
Lebanon, on the evening of of musicians from Peabody
Suzette -.Crowell, bride- South Marshall High School.
Minature biscuits and ham,
College.
in
Nashville,
Tennessee.
December 18.
of
Mohammad Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
The bride is a graduate of elect
The Alpha Phi Omega Book coffee, Cokes,and brovmies were
Rev. Robert Spain of the Belle
Moghadamian,
was
corn- Thomas Watkins of Benton Route
Exchange will open in the served by the hostess, Mrs. Ed Meade
Methodist Church, Nath- reabody College_ The groom will tilinientecr Oiler a' househol
our and MrTandMts. HolTon
basement of Wells Hall Dorbe
graduated
from
Vanderbilt
vile performed the impressive
Byars, 513 South 8th Street,
mitory, Murray State Univerviiy* Those
attending
were double-ring ceremony.
University in May, receiving his shower at the home of Mrs.
Murray.
and continue until February D.. Mesdames Willard Ails, Jerry
commission as a second Thomas Crowell on a December
Great grandmothers are Mrs.
evening.
The hours will be from eightSAL
, Robert Hopkins, John
lieutenant
in
the
U.
S.
Army.
The groom is the grandson of
The hostesses for the occasion Georgia Chester, Westview
Paul Nesbitt, Larry Overbey,
to six p.m. Persons are sIbd
Following
the
reception,
.the
Mrs. Agnes Stephens and the late
were Miss Patricia Wilson and Nursing Home, Murray,and Mrs.
use the north side basement Wallace
Parkin,
Gary Hatton
Stephens, former couple left for a wedding trip to Miss Vicki Greenfield.
Lola Henson, Long Term Care
•
I
extrance.
,Ed Thomas, Terry residents of
various points of interest in
Calloway County.
.Miss Crowell chose to wear a Unit, Benton.
Turner, Dan Wall, and Km
Mexico.
Prenuptial music included
sleeveless blue wool dress with
Suzanne McDougal.
flutest Miss Carolyn Weikel of
Satardsy, January 23
red accessories. She was
Sarasota,
Florida, playing The
The Alpha Department of the
presented a corsage of red
Cookie secret
"Theme From Romeo and
Murray Woman's Club will have
carnations.
Recipes for rolled cook.
Juliet" and "Variation On a
its noon luncheon at the club
The gift table, covered by a
its-those inteaded fqr the
Theme" by &Me. The ceremony
house. Hostesses will be
white cloth, was accented at the
fitr,
cookie c urt ker-c ati I for
was concluded with a vocal solo
Mesdames Max Hurt, Boron
corners by red and white flowers.
flour
more
or
fi*
less
by Miss Sherri Johnson, "The
Jeffrey, R. A. Johnston, Edwin
The honoree opened her many
shortening than other
Lord's Prayer", by Mallotte.
Larson, and Miss Mary Lassiter.
Rub cut-up broiler-fryer
gifts and placed them on display.
types. The firmer dough of
The
bride,
given
in
marriage
parts with ginger: sprinkle
Refreshments, consisting of
the rolled cookies keeps its
by her father, chose a formal
with salt and pepper; brush
shape dully handling, baitred party punch floating a
The Murray-Western Dance at
with salad oil. Pour oil to
gown with the bodice and sleeves Mrs. Amanda White was poinsettia ice ring, cookies, nuts, Ifilfifid decorating.
the Murray Woman's Club house
depth of Ls-inch in a bak- fashioned of ivory French honored with a party by Girls In
and mints, were served. The
from 9:30p.m. to 1:30 a.m. will be
ing pan. Place chicken in
alencon lace jeweled with Action groups of the First Baptist table was covered with a red,
sponsored by the Alpha Beta
Church
oil, skin side down; sprinWED 81 YEARS—Ward and Anne McDaniel are observon
Monday,
January
11,
chrystals and pearls with a
Chapter of Omega Psi Phi
kle with sesame seeds. standing jeweled collar. The skirt at her apartment at 711 Main lace edged table cloth. The
ing their 81st wedding anniversary in Macon, Mo., a
centerpiece was a red accented
fraternity, Inc. Music will be by
Bake at 400 degrees Fah- that cascaded
Jan. 21 date. He is 102, she is 101, and they have outfrom an empire Street, Murrray.
wedding cake flanked on either
the Star Treks of Memphis,Term.
renheit 30 minutes. Turn,
lived three of their five children. They've lived in
waistline
was
layers
of
silk
by
decorated
candles
side
With
Advance tickets are $1.75 and at
sprinkle with more sesame
the Missouri town since 1920
The party was held in
seeds, and bake 15 rarnutes illusion over silk peau with ap- celebration of her 90th birthday. snow and red berries.
the door $2.50.
pliques
of
jeweled
alencon
lace
longer.
Games were played and
thereon and bordering the Mrs: White is still very active, winners were Miss Gail Smith
own
does
housework,
her
and
BY CLARK KINNAIRD
Members, wives, and guests of
cathedral train. Her long veil of
and Mrs. Jim Pat Wilson who
the Murray-Calloway County
silk illusion was secured to an attends church and WMU then presented their prizes to the
Shrine Club will inset at the ficers at the home of Mrs. Diana alencon lace headpiece jeweled meetings at the First Baptist
honoree.
American Legion Hall, South 6th Myers at 7:30 p.m.
with pearls. She carried a Church regularly.
8:30
Stresist,
p.m.
Maple
at
A
and
nosegay of white roses and Mrs. White was the recipient
The BIGGEST Sale Ever!!
of
The Murray Quota Club will variegated
potluck supper will be served
holly. A handmade many cards, letters, gifts, and
meet at the Holiday Inn at 12 Belgium
lace handkerchief and telegram from her many friends
noon.
an English six pence in her shoe and relatives on the
Sunday, Janaary 24 •
occasion of
her birthday.
The Junior and Senior High Gamma Gamma Chapter of carried out an old tradition.
Mrs.
Geral
Wrye,
Kingsport, A program was presented by
Youth of the First United Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30
Tenn, served her sister as matron the Girls In Adion
Methodist Church will sponsor a p.m.
with Miss Gail
of honor. Miss Martha Lee Lyons as the leader. Seven year
chili supper from five to 'oven
Maggart,
Miss
Pamela
Jones,
•de
old girls present were Lori
p.m. at the church. Members and T'he Foundational Sunday
A THEATRICAL press
friends of the church are invited School Class of the First Baptist Mrs. Thomas R. Crockett, and Weaver, Stephanie Baker, Terri
David Outland, son of Dr. and tt agent, Charles Washburn.
to participate in this project. Church will meet at the home of Miss Deborah Pope served as Smith, and Cindy Carson, with
Tickets are 75 cents for over Mrs. Robert Mobley, 1500 Henry bridesmaids. Miss Charnell their leaders, Miss Teresa Mrs. J. D. Outland, celebrated casting about for an "angle"
Stephens serving as flower girl Carson and Miss Marilyn his first birthday at home with from which to proceed, with
twelve years of age and fifty Street, at 7.30 p.m
exploitation of an unknown
wore a dark green velvet gown Wisehart. Nine year
cents for twelve years old and
old girls family and friends on Tuesday, girl into an attraction for
and
carried
red
roses
in
a
19.
January
under.
present were Cindy Walker and
Howasel Hughes' movie proThe Kirksey School PTA will nosegay. Bridesmaids
wore
birthday cake wah ductions, found one by coining
meet at the school at 1.30 p.m. gowns with dark green velvet Karen Bailey with their leaders, The
Mrs. Velma Wisehart and Miss decorated with a miniature a term, "Platinum blonde," for
with Country Attorney Sidney bodices, and ivory satin
skirts. Gail Lyons.
Monday, January 23
wooden train. Refreshments of Harlean Carpenter, thus transSalle
Easley as the speaker The third Three long stemmed
red roses Refreshments of cake and ice cake, ice cream, and Cokes were formed into Jean Harlow (1).
The _Women's Republican Club grade mothers will be
hostesses. with streamers of velvet, and
"Proba1/1,-,41-414hae-poraoewill inset at the Community
served.
crearn
strawbemes
(- ve r proved as quickly. the
pearl Juliet caps completed the nished by Mrs. White's
joining
David
the
for
Center at 7:30 p.m.
Those
sister,
sales-power of a pair of
gowns
Friday, Jammu 29
Mrs. J. H. Thurman, were served festivities were his parents, his words,- a historian annotated.
This
The
groom
is
the
last
chose
his
father,
day
for
persons
The Creative Arts Department
by Mrs. Thurman, Miss Carson, two sisters, Misses Julie and -There was a Platinum StamSharon Outland, his paternal pede. to beauty parlors hy
of the Murray Woman's Club will to register to vote in the special Fred Maggart as best man. and 'Miss Lyons.
meet at the club house at 9:30 school tax election to be held in Groomsmen were Jimmy Sod. The table was decorated in red grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. women
Nationally Advertised Brands
EarlIvr photos showed Miss
a.m. Hostesses will be Mrs. Calloway County on February 9. darth, Scott Williams, Mike and "Happy Birthday" plates Lowell Outland, and friends, Mr.
Latest
Styles in Casual & Dress
Harlow
to
be
44
-hrownette.
All
Conatser
persons
and
Jim
will
who
Adams. Lonnie and napkins were furnished by and Mrs. )immy Fain and
be 18 by
Richard Tuck, Mrs. Charles
Another press agent
Tuttle, and Mrs. Burton Young. Febrillary 9 are eligible to vote. Stephen, Travis Burch, Lewis Mrs. White's niece, Mrs. Bill children, Elizabeth and Mitchell. an Elinor Glynn fiction seize
Persons may register at the Walker, Sam Eskew, and Robert Wyatt, who was unable to attend
His maternal grandparents, to exploit Clara Bow
the
office of County Court Clerk Montgomery served.
Tuesday, Amery 21
due to illness in her family. Mrs. Mr . and Mrs. E. D. Bodine_ of -It" girl, and make synonyThe Tau Phi Lambda Sorority Marvin Harris before six pin. Mothers of the bride and groom White wore for the occasion a red Kingston. Jamaica,sent gifts and mous with .lexual,attraction
13th - Main St
Open: 9:30-5:00
chose long formal gowns with dress.
in common talk/
best wishes to Dkvid.
will have an installation of of today
, tu.t by Kii3rfeatur•es Syndicate,
/
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COMPARE OUR PRICES
We Know You Will Want to
Shop and Save at
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11.29 Value
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New Shipment Of Books Is Received By Library
Legend In The Dust, by Dwight Whom The Gods Would
assissinated after only four
Bennett. This western novel is Destroy, by Richard Powell. A
months in office.
Hijacked, by David Harper . A built on an incident in the life of novel based on the incidents of
the Trojan War,
fast-moving adventure yarn that Wild Bill Hickock.
Winning Your Campaign, by
is a rare combination of intricate The New Boy, by Doreen
believable Tovey. A book which will en- Hank Parkinson. Here is a stepand
plotting
trance catlovers the world over. by-step guide for getting elected
America's Last Wild Horses, characters.
to public office that tells you what
by Hope. The story of the wild The Hospital, by Agatha
Papillon, by Henri Charriere.
horse in America from the time Young. The author has resear- Charriere, nicknamed Papillon, to do and when to do it.
libildren's Books
of the Conquistadors to its hunted ched the details of American was wrongly convicted in
surgery to produce a novel that 1931 and sentenced to—kfer imand persecuted life today.
Days Of Thrills And Adventure, reflects both th.. fascinating prisonment. Deterrnthed to ex- Brave His Soul, by Ellen Pugh,
by Alan Barbour. An affectionate history and human drama of the cape at some time, he requested A Junior Literary Guild title that
explores the possibility of an
pictorial history of the movie times.
transfer to the French penal
serial from the heydays of the How To Get A harse And Live colony in Guiana. He relates his obscure Welsh prince having
30's to the final curtain call in the With it, b., George C,oun. All fascinating adventures in the landed in American three cenbefore
Christopher
horse owners, no matter how colony and while trying to turies
mid 5Q's.
Columbus. 7-up
Crimson Ramblers Of The much they may know about escape
Brian WIldsmith's Circus.
World, Farewell, by Jessemyn horses, will benefit from reading
Another glowing volume from the
West. There is a wide variety in this book and beginners are
Red Runs The River, by Lewis pen of the ever-popular
Brian
subject matter—love, nature and certain to gain much valuable
Patten. Hunting down the men Wildsmith. PreS-3
psychological
exploration— information.
who killed his family and stole his Elephants And Mammoths, by
collected in these 15 short stories. How To Put Your Husband
nest egg involves a Kansas Gwynne Vevers. An
interesting
ESP, Seers And Psychics, by Through College, by Barbar
homesteader in joining an army discussion of the two remaining
Milbourne Christopher. Filled Debrodt. Practical advice in a
disciplinary squad against the kinds of elephants now
living in
woth extraordinary revelations humor-tinged account of common
Cheyennes. This western is laid the world. 3-6.
and first hand reports, this difficulties besetting married
in the late 1860's.
The Golden Cockerel, by
comprehensive survey covers campus couples and constructive
Reminiscences; Of The Civil Alexander Puskin. A collection of
every type of unexplained ways to meet the problems.
phenomemon from ESP to ghosts How To Write And Deliver A War And Reconstruction, by Russian folk tales by one of
Speech, by John Ott. Informative Mary Logan. This book is a Russia's most brillant authors.$
and poltergeists.
Fairweather [kuck, by Vincent and clear, "How to Write and moving and exciting close-up of 7
Dethier. A satisfying un- Deliver a Speech" is crammed events as they impinge not only The Golden Keys, by Hann
sentimental story of one of those full of highly usable advice. The on the life of one woman but as Koningsberger. An exciting
rare, joyful ard sometimes basic techniques M'a. passed they touched a whole generation volume about the Dutch seamen
bewildering associations between along in a refreshingly readable caught up in the struggle ta of raw courage who successfullx
.determine the future direction of charted a course around the
style.
people and a wild animal.
globe and opened trade rout,
Faith, Hope and Manly, by
The Internal Revenue Service, the nation.
The Secret Places, by Ann and destined to change history. 7-up
Dick Van Dyke. A warm, joyous by John C. Chornmie.
This bock traces the story of Myron Sutton. The authors have Granny And The Desperadoes,
and throughly delightful book
4: about children's concepts of God, taxes and tax collecting through visited arid written about many of by Peggy Parish. Granny proves
the years to the recent revolution the scenic places of America. The to be more than a match for the
6rthe Bible, and religion.
revenue
processing, book is beautifully illustrated terrible desperadoes she finds
ot Garfield of Ohio, by John in
fit Taylor. An interesting biography precipitated by the, high-speed with color and black and white lurking in the forest. 1-4
photographs'.
Horses, Horses, Horses, by
11 Of a President who was digital cumputer.
It
Source Of The Thunder, by Suzanne Wilding. A carefully
Roger Caras. In this fascinating selected anthology for horse
and instructive work, the author lavers and for those who apfollows the life cycle of a male preciate a good story. 6-up
condor from infancy through Hot-Corner Hank, by Jackson
training and maturation to Scholz. Another play-by-play
adulthood.
action sports story centerell
The Truth Of Poetry, by around the game of major league
Michael Hamburger. A work of baseball. 6-8
commanding interest for anyone Just One More Block, by
concerned with the varieties and Patrick Mayers. A charming
values of poetic expression.
story about a young boy and his
love of building exciting things
with his blocks. PreS-2
The Almanac
Lions Backward, by Burke
Boyce. George's love for making
By United Press International
rhymes gets him into trouble
Today is Thursday, Jan. 21,
when he experiments with the
the 21st day of 1971.
LION. PreS-3
The moon is between its first word
Mary ,lo's Grandmother, by
quarter
ma
full
phase.
By Abigail Van Buren
The morning stars are Mars, lagtee MervUtlry. Mary Jo loves
to visit her grandmother w
Jupiter and Venus.
DEAR ABBY: I usually agree with you, but
farm provides many and varied
not this
The
evening
star
is
Saturn.
time You said, "the old lady must be off her
rocker,"
Those born on this day are pleasures different from her life
because she wanted her married son to come to see
in the city. PreS-3
her
under
the sign of CaPricorn.
alone some time so just the two of them could talk
My Name Is Lion, by Margaret
without
the daughter in law being present.
Embry, A young Loclian boy
Civil
War
General
Thomas
Did it ever occur to you that the mother and son
attempts to find a place in the
might
Jonathan Jackson, known as
like to'visit by themselves? I have three married
distrubing world of consons and I
"Stonewall Jackson," was born
rarely have a chance to talk to them alone. Their
temporary America. 4-6
wives
Jan. 21, 1824.
stick to them like glue every minute, and there
Name: Johnny Pierce, by
are some
On
this
day
in
history:
things [strictly family matters] that I don't want to
Barbara Rmkoff A young man
discuss
In 1861 Jefferson Davis
in front of their
searches for the reasons behind
resigned from the U.S. Senate,
Why can't daughters in law realize this and g -t
his existance and for a better
lost
12
days
before
Mississippi
once in a while when they visit thtrir in-laws with their
understanding of his situation.5-9
seceded from the Union.
husbands?
Sky Rocket: The Story Of A
PHILADELPHIAN
In 1908 New York City
Little Bay Horse, by Margaret C.
DEAR PHILADEI.PHIAN: I folly understand that mothenacted the Sullivan ordinance
Self. A starved, beaten, terrified
ers land fathers, tool may want to have a private
which
called smoking
by little horse fulfills his potential
word
with their married children, but in the calf you
women illegal.
mentioned,
and heritage under the gentle
the mother tin bidding good-by to her soil and his
In 1954 the first atomicwifel
guidance of two teenagers. 7-up
powered submarine, the "Nautiloudly said to her son, so that both could hear. "Next
Lane,
Toucans Two And Other
lus,"
come alone so we can talk!"
was launched at Groton,
Poems, by Jack Prelutsky.
Conn.
New that wasn't very nice, was its The lady had to be
Humor, tongue-twisters and just
In 1968 a U.S. Air Force B-52
unbelievably unkind, incredibly Insensitive, or she wasn't
plain facts are the joyous stuff
carrying
four non-explosive
playing with a full &Ch.
these nursery rhymes are made
hydrogen bombs crashed off
of, PreS-4
DEAR ABBY: I am a single girl of 26 who has been in
Greenland.
The Wolves Of Willoughby
love with a married man of 60 for eight years. His
A
thought
for
today:
Preswife
Chase, by Joan Aiken. An
pays no attention to him, but she refuses to give him a
ident Harry Truman said, "The
outrageously funny tale that
divorce He has told me he would marry me if be were
responsibility of the great
combines suspenseful Victorian
free, but I shouldn't waste any more of my good years on
states is to serve and not
melodrama and tongue-in-cheek.
him
dominate the world."
4-7
love him, Abby. and have decided that even if he
cannot marry me. I will continue to love him Now he is
telling me to forget him because there is no future in our
love. I can't forget him. He has even suggested that 1 find a
younger man. I don't want a younger man. What --advice
have you for me?
SAO PAULO LOVE
DEAR LOVE: One does not "forget" on command.
Neither does- ome "stop loving" on commend. Just make
By Lewis Sharpley
has mailed about 900,000 insure it is "'eve" ard nor an eight-year hale. When a man
State News Bureau
dividual income-tax forms. The
ten, a woman to find'a "younger man" k could mean that
FRANKFORT, KY
forms also are available in
he would prefer an older woman.
Approximately one million hanks, courthouses,and district
DEAR ABBY: Are you a man' I can't believe that
Kentucktans have just received Revenue Department offices in
you're a woman the way you put all tnat stuff in your
state and federal withholding Ashland, Bowling Green. Corbin,
column from mistresses and "other women" warning the
statements and revenue forms Covington, Hazard, Hopkinsville,
wife to always be Johnny on the spot uhenever her husband
upon which they will file 1970 Lexington, Louisville, Owenincome-tax returns.
decides he wants a little loving.
sboro, Paducah and Pikeville as
State Revenue Commissioner well as the main office in the new
I have been married for 22 years and have seven kids,
James E. L.uckett pointed out Capitol annex at Frankfort
and I have never said no to my husband, no matter how I
today: "There is a distinct ad- "One new feature on our 740
felt, but it doesn't mean a thing
vantage ot many taxpayers in form this year is a pre-addressed
A wife can be clean and decent and 'milling, but all men
filing their income-tax returns 'piggyback' label," Lockett said.
are alike Just let some good-looking ga, come around and
early—especially those entitled "By using the form with this label
show a little interest in him, and he's -tidy, willing and
to refunds."
1.on it, your return will receive
able. Returns filed in January and speedier handling. If you have to
There is nothing wrong with me Beli:oie me, I've had
early February can be processed use another form, peel off the
my rtances, but I'm not the type. I k low my husband
immediately, and refunds mode label and transfer it to the tax
lave. tneand I'm not af aid of losieg ii-i riermanently, but
promptly, revenue officials return you mail."
he's to differcot,film any 'the- loan, Ile ;sat lil!es_g change
explained.
nn..e in a whiic
"Refund applicants who barely
.now you seci't print this. but if y,•_; do, please don't
use m, name. I don't want my husband to snow bow wellr beat the April 15 deadline will ONE MOURNER
have—t6 tvait weeks longer,"
WACO WOMAN
understand Wm.
KENNEBUNK, Maine , 111,1,
Itickett said.
CONFIDENTUL TO M. g. IN MEAvpiliu; marry him!
Well
over a million Kentuckians draw wages subject to One mourner attended the
What's your problem, You'll (eel better ir you get it off
federal and state tax withholding. hissersl of an undetitified teenage
beaten, nude body was,
,cour chest. Write to ABBY. Rol 0:1711) Los Angeles, Cal
The deadline for employers to girl whose
found beside a road .lan
moss tor a personal reply ~lose stamped, addressed
pass out W-2 and 4(-2 forms to
"If I had a daughter that age
envelope.
employes is Jan 31. but
'd want someone- to be there,'
A4,"•—•eft•Ivat.,
—
AA.
sitia-/Ofrs. Pints Eatery —,
Ilstributed.
•_
Abates pew belles. L'Mlat TeellAKTI Wift...040
Kelmebunk at Tuesday's tuner a'
111700.
Los,Anseies.
Ma
Cal.
Roo
The
May.
state
Revenue
Department
to
Cesiit.'
4 seed le
A new shipment of books has
beep received by the MurrayCalloway County from the
Department of Libraries. Among
them are,

Mom needs lesson
in `public speaking'

State Cites Advantage In
Filing Early Tax Returns
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RCA AccuColor
Ael/ONBAP!
Now--more color for your cash!

Th. LATHAM
Nem
Model iP-564
25' c1,4,0441

vista*

Lowest Price ever for
giant-screen AccuColor
Big and beautiful 25" diagonal screen AccuColor TV at a table-model
price. Comes with matching base for instant conversion to the
-console look.- All the AccuColor "plus- features—brilliant,
lifelike color; consistent, dependable performance; accurate
automatic tuning—for superb color viewing enjoyment. At a price
you can live with.
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BATTLE
CARS(
AccuColor is RCA's new
system of color television.
Computer-designed AccuColor
picture tube for extra sparkle.
Advanced AccuColor chassis
with many computer-tested
solid state devices for added
reliability. Plus RCA's AccuColor
tuning system that makes
Color TV fiddle-free. See it now.
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Move up to RCA
Portable Color
at this low price.'
RCA Computer Crafted
Portable Color TV—
compact design—
generous screen 812111. And
the price is right
Computer -designed
picture tube, powerful
New Vista` chassis Come
see it
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•

Commissioner
Miller

tktiotfltnE04-

The Department of Agriculture
has presented its annual award to
three fairs making outstanding
agricultural
in
progress
programs.
Receiving the first place award
this year and the "Comor
missioner's Trophy" was the
Blue Grass Fair at Lexington.
This is an outstanding fair in
many ways, and last year they
made considerable progress in
the number of approved
,
agricultural classics offered, as
well as the prize money.
t
•
The Adair County Fair at
FIRST BORN IN CAPTIVITY — A square-lipped White
Columbia was the first runnerAfrican rhinoceros stands protectively over her newup, with the La Rue County Fair,
born baby at the zoo in Hanover, West Germany. It is
Hodgenville, being given second
the first such birth in captivity. The mother was pregrunner-up honors. Both of these
nant when taken to Europe from Pretoria, South Africa.
fairs have long records as out(Cablephoto)
last October. The father is unknown.
standing fairs.
The awards which the
The company says it is not yet
Department presents are based
a "weak" market but one "less
upon recommendations of the
strong," and adds that a
Kentucky Fair Council. They
consolidation is "likely" but
the
which
points
various
involve
will not alter the market's
Council considers to be important
basic uptrend.
areas in a good agricultural fair. NEW
YORK (UPI)—The
For a number of years the cutback in corporate taxes by "Prudence points to the fact
,
Agriculture
Department of
tax- that the stock market needs a
accelerated
permitting
through the Division of Shows& deductible depreciation is seen period of rest and relaxation,"
Fairs, has made matching-fund by Wright Investors' Service as according to Spear & Staff, Inc.
aid available to fairs offering "the first of what will surely But the company believes the
what we call approved classes. become a progressive series of consolidation will be charactersetbacks in • stocks
Among other things, a fair, to be pump-priming actions." The ed
eligible for the program, must company is encouraged by the - tuch have attracted most of
• run at least three days and offer action and.'believes itforecasts the attention to date and by
open classes as well as youth "positive and increasingly ag- "continued revival of interest in
classes.
gressive leadership to get US. depressed issues."
- Since this program started, growth going again after two
local fairs throughout the state full years of misdirected, Fraser Management Assohave shown marked im- straitjacketed stagnation." The ciates expects that "a further
provement. Kentucky has long company foresees the Dow easing of pressures in money
been a leader in fairs, and con- Jones industrial average hitting and cepital markets will allow
profits to surface and the bond
trary to what many people might 1000 this year.
market to return to some sort
think, the good fairs are stronger
than they have been for a number "There is substantial internal of normalcy." However, the
of years.
strength evident" within the company says a "fly in the
A good fair—such as the three market, according to E.F. ointment" is the supply of new
recognized this year, do much for Hutton & Co. "However, some common stock. It notes that
lbeb- communities. Fairs are moving average graphs of the during the bear market the
educational, promotional, and advance-decline figures are now market couldn't absorb all the
can serve as a tool in building showing a 'roll-over' pattern new issues and it feels this is a
community unity and pride.
which often indicates a tempor- new factor for the 70s because
We of the Department of ary peak," the company says. there will be much more
common stock financing.
Agriculture are pleased to have a
part giving the people of Kentucky a good fair program. We
trust that this year—and the
years ahead will prove good ones
for this fine and worthwhile
Kentucky tradition.

Ave

-

Wall Street
Chatter

Q) Are the tax rates on 1970
income any lower than last
year's?

taMs copies of the Form 1040
and the schedules used to
itemize deductions and report
income from dividends and interest.
Taxpayers who had retirement income, capital gains, or
income from certain other
sources the previous year will
receive a tax package containing the forms for these items,
in addition to those in the
basic package. Farmers and
businessmen will receive a
third type of package, which
contains the forms in the first
two packages plus those
needed for their particular
situation.

Q) This was the drat year I
earned any money. How do. I
get my tax forms? Must I go
to the IRS for them?
A) If you did not file a return for 1969, then you can
pick up tax forms and instrdctions at any IRS office, bank,
or post office.
Tax forms are sent to every
taxpayer who filed a return
the previous year. To avoid
sending taxpayers more forms
than they. may need, the IRS
may send a taxpayer one of
three differenj tax packages.
Most taxpayers will receive
the basic package, which ibti-

lat•

Forms will be mailed late
in December and taxpayers
should have them by the first
week in January.

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

by J Robert (Bob) Wier

J• ,`

,:t

xpayer—s Ask

rrAn

on
Kentucky
Agriculture

A) Several changes will
lower taxes for millions of
people when they file their
1970 returns.
First, the income tax surcharge is 2'.2 percent for 1970
compared to 10 percent in
1969. Second, the amount that
may be claimed for each exemption is $625 on 1970 returns, up from $600 a year
ago.
These two changes will--reduce taxes on millions of 1970
returns.
Its addition, an estimated six
million taxpayers will not
have to tile a return, as they

had been required to do in
1969- In this group are par-time workers-, students .ind
others with low incom
Single persons under 65
years of age will not have to
file returns until their income
reaches $1,700 ($2,300 if 65
or older). Returns previously
had to be filed when income
reached $600. Married persons
from 'the same household entitled to file a joint return do
not have to file until their income reaches $2,300 under the
new tax laws ($2,900 if one
spouse is 65 or older, $3,500 if
both are 65 or older,.
But anyone who has a refund coming because taxeS
were withheld will have to
file a return to obtain it.
Q) Is the cost of fixing up
my barn deductible?

Obscenity ruling
2 laws aimed at smut
in mails tossed out

BATTLE BEGINS
CARSON CITY, Nev. 1UPI
The right of women legislators to
wear maxi-dresses and pants
suits has emerged as one of the
first battles in the 1971 Nevada
legislative session.
Assembly Speaker Lawrence
Jacobsen was greeted by
criticism from six angry female
lawmakers Tuesday. after he
degreed maxis and pants suits
would not be tolerated in the
assembly.

WANT AWS
WORK WONDERS
VIPRLDWIDE

WASHINGTON (UPI): The Supreme Court today
unanimously struck down two federal laws used to
keep obscene material out of the mail.
In an opinion by Justice William J. Brennan Jr.,
the court affirmed two decisions by lower courts in
cases from Atlanta and Los Angeles which said the
laws violated the constitutional guarantee of freedom of expression.
All nine justices joined in the judgment although
Justice Hugo L Black agreed only in the result
without concurring in Brennan's opinion.
ONE LAW, dating back to the 1800s, allows the
Postmaster General to decide, after a hearing,
whether mailed matter is -obscene and to block mail
addressed to the sender of such matter. The burden
of getting judicial review of such a decision is on the
person whose mail has been blocked.
A more recent federal law allows postal authorities to get court action while awaiting the result of.
an administrative procedure to determine obscenity.
-A federal district court could impound the incoming
mail of a persrm shown to have probably mailed
obscene material.
Thus money sent by persons wishing to obtain
-the material is impounded pending the outcome of
the case.
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he rout ut )011r barn, the exre
pense is deductible. If you
place-the rod, the cost must
tally I.
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Calloway County farmers will and retarding measures on
soon be participating in the new farms-such as dams and ponds,

Rural Environmental Assistance
Program ( REAP) with major
emphasis on solving those environmental problems which
have been intensified by
agricultural operations.
"Announcement
of
the
program is especially welcome
since it insures authority for
continuation of special pollution
abatement practices in which
farmers and townspeople may
pool their efforts to stop pollution.
011ie C. Hall Chairman of the
Calloway County Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation
(ASC) Committee, said the
program announcement of REAP
has been made in Washington by
Secretary of Agriculture Clifford
M. Hardin.

..8LACK GOLDEN GATE=Here's.part.of that big oil slick
4inder San Francisco Golden Gate Bridge,"- more than
half a million gallons spilled by c011isicn of two tankers
nighttime fog. Favorable wind pushed a lot out to sea.

ditor of Accounts Thinks
ttate Employees Should Use
Own Cars For Transportation

iL

By Dee Giannini
State News Bureau

FRANXFORT, Ky.-The
phrase "alcohol education," like
the phrase "drug education," is
accepted in the everyday
vocabulary of many Americans;
but, there still are myriad conceptions about what it's all
about-many of them erroneous.
"Such varying conceptions
about the nature and purpose of
alcohol education reflect our
ambivalence about alcohol
problems," said Harold B. Armstrong, alcohol information
specialist with the state
Department of Mental Health's
. of Alcoholiim.
ong listed the following
[str
s'.

frequently,the "expert" is poorly
informed or biased on the sub-

ject.
Armstrong said, "Today, the
average American adult drinks

'wet' but thinks dry.'

drink
Americans
"Most
moderately and responsibly, yet
unthey are relatively
comfortable in the practice. They
express strong feelings of
misgiving about drinking, apprehension about alcohol, and
fear of teenagers using alcohol."
He added, "Until we begin to
look at the questions of what kind
of drinking practices are helathy
or unhealthy, useful or
destructive, problems or nonproblems, we cannot move
beyond the current vacuum,
-The appropriate goal of
xp
ucaWn,iti to. prevent
..., ible OrAor tionuse Of
' TOallir 1401,il
._trthol
. .
cation
means education al ho by encouraging the
development of attitudes which
I alcoholism
responsible
with
To some, it means education coincide
behavior.
vent alcoholism. To others, alcohol education
"Now is the time to weigh the
igned expressly for those values - of providing sound
r age 21.
To still others, alcohol
cation means listening to an
" present the "facts"
ut alcohol—but, all too

dependable
and
the
against
phenomenal costs of transmitting
ignorance and non-action,"
Armstrong stressed.

education

knowledge

1

"Farmers have known REAP
as ACP-the Agricultural Conservation Program," Mr. Hall
said. "The cost-sharing principle
will be the same-that is, farmers and the Federal government will share equally in paying
for behficial
conservation
practices. The restructured
program will be in line with
modern day needs for a better
environment, both on and off the
farm."
The Washington announcement
by Secretary Hardin stated that
considerations
major
in
authorizing cost-sharing of any
conservation practice will be the
resulting public benefits such as
pollution abatement, enduring
soil and water conservation,
recreation, wildlife, and open
space as well as the degree of
permanency actuevea.
A major thrust will be to reduce
water pollution. Water retaining

permanent
grass
cover,
waterways, buffer strips, and
tree plantings-will be encouraged. These will be directed
toward reducing silt in streams,
rivers, lakes, and other bodies of
water and toward reducing
pollutibn from animal wastes,
fertilizers and pesticides.
"Calloway County farmers are
advised that this announcement
means we will be able to approve
cost-sharing on anti-pollution
measures which were available
last under ACP and also such
long-standing conservation
practices as those just named,"
the ASC Committee Chairman
said.
As in prior years, applications
ONE OF NINE U.S. TUNABOATS SEIZED—This is the
for conservation cost-sharing will
world's largest tunaboat, the Apollo, one of nine seized
be made at the County ASCS
by Ecuador in a long-smoldering fishing dispute with
the United States. Ecuador claims its territorial waters
Office and must be approved by
the County ASC Committee
before work begins. The farmerelected committeemen trill
continue to select practices best
suited for meeting local needs,
that meeting the demands of
By Lois Campbell
will determine which farm lands
these observances will create a
State News Bureau
need treatment, and will fix the
full-scale,
unified
tourist
amount of cost-sharing to be FRANKFORT,
Ky.-Gov. development program. He added
provided each approved apLouie B. Nunn today (Tuesday) that, during the past three years,
plicant.
charged the Kentucky Historical the contribution of travel and
An allocation of REAP funds Events Celebration
Commission tourism to our economy has
for Calloway County is expected
with establishing new plateuas jumped more than 23 percent to a
to be made soon.
for the development of travel and 1970 total of $542 million.
Cost-sharing applications by tourism as major
Named to the executive
contributors to
farmers cannot be accepted at the economy
of the com- committee of the commission
their county ASCS office until the monwealth.
were John H. Hardwick, chair1971 REAP funds allocation for
"it is not enough," he said, man of . the board, Louisville
the county is announced, Mr. Hall
"that the 1974 and 1976 ob- Trust Company; John M. Lewis.
said. "Signup dates for REAP
servances create a massive in- executive vice-president, Kenwill be announced when the funds
flux of visitors. These ob- tucky Chamber of Commerce; W.
allocation is received. Meanservances must create new T. Young, Lexington; Parts
while, farmers should determine origins and patterns of visitation, Commissioner W. James Host;
the practices mast needed and
and spending that will, once and Mrs. Andrew Duke, Maysville;
estimate total costs so they will
for all, establish Kentucky as the John Fred Williams, president,
be ready when the time comes." culkpral
recreational Kentucky Historical Society; Don
and
W.Robinson, Harrodsburg; Lynn
heartland of Mid-Anitirlea."

Kentucky Village To
Close Within 2 Years

extend 200 miles off;hore; the U.S. recognizes a 12-mile
limit. Inset is Carlos Mantilla Ortega, Ecuadorean ambassador to the U.S., telling newsmen in Washington
that no Ecuadorean aircraft attacked American boats.

Nunn Meets With Historical Events Celebration Chairman

The governor expressed hope Stone,

president,

CAT AND MOUSE
MIDDLESBROUGH, England
UPI)—A
policemen responding,Il
- le
rn
burglar call at a

store found a cat with his head
stuck _inside an old tin mug.
When police pulled him free,
out popped a live mouse.

GOODREAR

50 Buries
53 Be m
debt
$4 Canon,:
person
56 Regret
57 Marry
58 Platfori
59 Mout;
as writ
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responsible for the closing of the
By Dave Thompson
institution "within no longer than
State News Bureau
LEXINGTON, KY -The the next two years."
Built in 1897 and second oldest
state's second oldest institution
• en's Home ilk
for jeasentle delinquent*,
ky Village
tutky Village (KV), will close its
Atid fe operate'
doors within the next two yers, it costs
was announced today (1-15) by than any of the other homes in
George Perkins, commissioner of Kentucky.
KV
once
housed' 1000
Child Welfare.
Perkins, addressing newsmen delinquents but now only 200
during a press conference at the juveniles are housed at the
facility, said the reduction of Central Kentucky facility.
Perkins added the facility
KV's population, refurnishing or
constructing three such facilities would need major renovations to
around the state and the high provide treatment for the youths
operating cost of KV are and "the smaller facilities not

only make possible better
programs for dealing with the
youths, but are far less expensive
to maintain and operate M a
lower per capital cost.
"During
the
phasing-out
period, we will, of course, continue to maintain decent living
conditions in the dormitories."
Before the press conference,
Commissioner Perkins met with
employes of Kentucky Village to
assure them they need have no
concern about employment
within the DepartMent of Child
Welfare,
Evans D. Tracy, director of the
Division of Residential Services,
said, "All those employees
remaining after the initial
closing of Kentucky Village will
be offered continued employment
either at one of our other
residential facilities or in the
Division of Community Services.
Tracy also said a total of 196
beds will be added at five centers
to accommodate the youths at the
Village.
There are 10 facilities presently
operating in the state, and -three
4,10
others either proposed or under
construction. New institutions
Mrs. Mills calls May's attention to something interesting outside his window.
include the Pine Mountain Boys'
England, his birthplace. •
By PETER S. CHAPPARS
was naturalized in 1897. He be•
Camp in Harlan Co., the Green
Central Press Assorattios
He is looking forward to came a postman in Cleveland
Correspondent
watching the Cintinnati Reds and carried mail there for 33 River Boys' Camp in Butler Ca„
and the Northern Kentucky
MIDDLE•TOWN,Ohko—"Take,08,111 new television set, his first years
are of yourself." he called from ..:elor set. a Christmas-birthdaY
He retired 45 years ago, and Reception-Diagnostic Center In
is bed-as th# Middletown Jour.; Present. He's the Reds' oldest gets $286 a month as the oldest Kenton Co.
al reporter - photographer left , rooter, after many years as a U.S. postal retiree. He has foui
Perkins said he had no idea of
he bright, airy upstairs room.; Cleveland- Indian fan.
„granchildren, nine great-grand - the future of the 400 acres and 23
' Talking pleasantly, May re- children and three great-greatere!
buildings it the Fayette County
He smiled his bright - eyed called what a man in his native grandchildren.,
home but said, "I have been very
Ile several times during the England told him 80 years or
so ago:
hoto,shboting session
MAY has lived 12 ycars with happy with what has been done
"'A man whose eyebrows one of his grandchildren, Char- within the limitations of the
He said. "I'm glad to see you"
meet will live to be 110'. and les Mille, whose wife is a regis- facility.
nd -Come back!"
tered nurse at Middletown HosHe is Theophilus May, who I've done it!"
"But I don't see any need of
• • •
etebtat.d his 110th birtlida*
pitai.
replacing this institution with a
That's five score and
entl
MAY talked about his eats
Daily May smokes a pipe the
smaller one in the future."
and his legs, and said he could doesn't light it any more unleaa
vears.
May is Middletown's oldest hav‘ an operation that wnikIct someone is with him he burned
csident. perhaps Ohio's oldest it-store his hearirig. '."It costs his right arm rather badly reitA(:01,4 )1) CITY. l'hifi71
le resident A Springfield $200. and I'm not going to have cently) and he still eats everythe has thing the family eats, Jost flf
(111'1)
re- It "About hiltlegs
tan. Rev. Mary Silver,
Sugar produr•
smaller portions.
Ii,in /cached, a.rci oral' of 2.1 10
itt'-ifIo'3e6 10 years old He I. 'been -bedfast for six years) His Whiskey isn't quite as
he oldest retired I'S postal "I was playing goalie In a foot.1torl Ione for tlic rrttH
triploye. according to editor* of ball:game I Mink I was 20 or strong now. Mrs. Mills thins rear 1969-70,
Sugar Quids
• 25.. and' I was throwb down two teaspoons with water for Ad • "sitation
he Posill Retort!" . •
-atunitinted.
• • • t
haid I believe that's what hurt him' nightcap, But, he doesn't
The crop spiel' the 19$43-111
need it to sleep:
•
'ALM,.e•T -ton" deaf and bed- thebi " "
.
ril I .1111.1$51 I.111
"I.
1ileCp like a' bapy."
But he...-uacti them plhitt,
fl4l1a4ItpCrs
nr:-rrrifirtionttfrir-rfie
hetpl him reirsTc.-ktier
5t,1i1ei
ear. arc for 2.340.114
Lhvonehire. Jan n 1861. May Ito .years.t is. man hase•--a- right
-lit oft Il Olt- 1111 eliglie
came to America at age 28 and to that.,

Cross

Downs; Fred Paxton, Paducah, Though we cannot complete with
and Commissioner of Public Boston, Philadelphia or New
Information Kenneth F. Harm. Nark for the footsteps of
The governor urged the Pilgrams Or the echoes of.
commission to directly involve resounding musket shots, Kenthe broadest possible base of tucky's was a different kind of
community support in their pilgrim, one who blazed the
plans, programs and projects and Cumberland Gateway to the land
to direct their efforts toward West of the Alleghenies. It is
appropriate
obpermanent profitable investment through
of
this
1974'
opportunities to the private servances
'phenomenon that we can justify
sector of our economy.
"I hope that the life of this and proudly announce to the
conunission will extend past its World in 1976s It started here,
statutory limitations through a "the Governor concluded.

permanent and progressive
impact distributed throughout
the commonwealth,"he added.
"You have an opportunity
through the 1974 observances to
identify Kentucky as the MidAmerica focal point for the 1976
Churchill Bicentennial
Celebration.
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Emergency Tire Chains
To Fit All Passenger Cars
Designed to meet high performance
demands Fast, Dependable -Go Power"
now GET
FREE
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• Made to resist
shock and hest
difitage far •
dependable
1005-life power!

• More rranUing
power than
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solid construction curio y
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8-Foot

Booster Cables $159
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Snow Tires Special! $ 295
Spit-Fire •
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Free Installation!

ICE SCRAPERS. . . FREE!!

your tires with SAFETY SPIKES $7.50 each when
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Top farm officials from Ken- programs created by the nation's
tucky will be at the Hotel Wade farming operations.
Announcement of the new
Hampton, in Columbia South
will permit resumption
program
Carolina, next Monday and
Tuesday, January 25 and 26, for a of the Federal costsharing of
first hand briefing on the new various beneficial conservation
Rural Environmental Assistance programs with farmers but that
public benefit practices such as
Program (REAP) for 1971.
abatement, enduring
The
State
Agricultural pollutien
,conservation,
water
and
soil
Stabilization an Conservation
and open
(ASC) Committee will head the recreation, wildlife
delegation from Kentucky, ac- space will be stressed.
Details of the new program will
companied by State Executive
Director Homer V. Yonts; and be spelled out by Washington
Charles
Program Specialists Roger H. ASCS officials including
Deputy
the
to
Assistant
Cox,
M.
Karrick and Roger W. Thomas.
for State and
Announcement of the new Administrator
Ray Hunter,
program formerly known as the County Operations;
of te Conservation and
Director
Agricultural Conservation
Policy Division; Leo
Program (ACP), was made by Land-Use
of the ComSecretary of Agriculture Clifford Schaefer, Director
Claude L
Division;
pliance
M. Hardin earlier this month.
Southeast Area
Greene,
Jr.;
Secretary Hardin said that
Garren, Deputy
REAP will emphasize a broad Director; Roy
and Wm. H
Director,
Area
on
attack
environmental
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Catch
Fruit of oak
Chapeau
Anglo-Saxon
money
13 Cowboy
competition
14 The self
15 Keep
17 Sponsor
19 Winged
21 Chicken
22 Strikebreaker
(slang)
24 Organ of
hearing
26 Fatttor
29 Sunburn
30 Amuse
32 Paid notice
33 Emmet
34 DIK14(111
35 Symbol for
tantalum
36 Inhabitants
39 Encountered
40 Stalk
41 Pair
42 Sagacious
43 Lamprey
45 Retinue
47 Hay
spreader
50 Buries
53 Be in
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57 Marry
58 Platform
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as written
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10 Time gone by
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22 Heavenly
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23 Military
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25 Renovating
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28 Growing out of
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33 Directed at
target
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37 Sowed
38 Hard shelled
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'I hope you
hoke on it'
Women 'liberate'
D.C. press cluit
WASHINGTON (UPI):
Veteran bartender Harry
Kelly placed four beers
on the bar at the National Press Club and told
his four patrons:
"Here you are. and I
hope you choke on it.''
With that, the first
women broke the sex
harriers at the.4lub for
reporters
Washington
which has had an exclusively male membership
since its founding in
1908.
The four entered the
men's bar as the guest
of a male member shortly after the club voted
227 to 56 to adopt an
amendment to its constitution to admit professionally qualified women
on an unrestricted equal
basis The members had
shouted down a proposed by-law that would
have barred women
frtim certain Areas of the
club includirfg the Meti`s
bar and the card room.

By Mary AIR Gurnee
State News Derma
LITTLE TALKS
LEXINGTON, KY.-"Fer. PI. lkS t I S
THISALLARE
L.M
and
size
0,05
!WIC
AusioF
5•Aeifi
,
t
people realize the
oiAguE
600c:
>rt
HEL9
complexity of government,"
lo MOWN
Finance Commissioner Albert
Christen recently told
of the Lexington Optimist Cab
here.
0
crud
* 6, Christen's remarks came
,....,,,,,
40,410 --r"*.l..
during the club's luncheon aCille
'
Phoenix Hotel when he diseighed
the past 20 years' growth in
Kentucky's state government.
Citing the decade of the fifties
as the era when the seeds of big
MEDICAL
government were planted,
BUILDING
Christen said: "There was ar
increase in departments, boards.
commissions and federal greats
all of which are an integral pan
of state government. At Um
present time, we are receiving
$491 million in grants from the
federal government."
Capitalizing on Kentucky's
total budget growth which includes all funds, Christen said,
"$1,6 billion was allocated in
fiscal year 1969-70 compared ID
Abbie & Slats
figure of $420 million in 195940.
"Of this figure, sales tax alone
5TiCk --SPUTTF_R -- CLOSE
accounts for over 50 per cent of
". ME ,BiLriewATER - -AN'
WELL mAicE THE
all general fund tax receipts," he
BEACH 'ETHER
A.
added.
"General fund receipts come
from various sources of revenue
including property, individual
and corporate income taxes and
sales and use tax. In the Decal
year 1946-47, the general fund
receipts were $52.5 million and in
fiscal 1969-70, the figure was
$525.5 million," Christen said.
We have a good tax rjetern
based on the growth of our
L'il Abner
economy," he added.
Christen also reviewed general
fund expenditures in the areashf
From
education, parks, mental health
ti me
and welfare. For example,
immemorial,
"education was alloted 67.3 per
Mari I-OS-7
cent of all general fund aplusted
propriations in fiscal 1969-70
for the
ten
cent
per
couragpcompared to 61.6
givi rig Seeds
years ago.
• of the
Christen urged the group to
Dogpatch
become interested and invested
Stuncitizens of the state so they are
flower-aware of why and how, their.
money is being spent.

SETTLE-WORKMAN
January Clearance Sale
One Rack
One Table
One Table
One Table

MENS SUITS

tee Is
sr sal
le Tire ,
SI 94
SI 75
$2.06
$211
52.19
12.33

SALE
Broken Sizes and Odd $1 00
j
Lots Values to '49.00

2 Price
/
MENS SPORT & DRESS SHIRTS-------1
%
MENS FELT DRESS
MENS SPORT HATS
2 Price
1
-/

MENS SUITS
% Off
Reg.
SALE
'69.99
'46.66
- - 39.99
'59.99 '55.00
'36.67
149.99
133.33
'45.00
130.00
Sizes 36 to 46 Reg. and Long

SPORT COATS
1/3 Off
Reg.
SALE
126.66
123.33
119.99
118.33
1 16.67
1 15.00

139.99
135.00
29.99
'27.50
125.00
122.50

All MENS SWEATERS
-1
2 Price
/
20% Off
All MKS DRESS PANTS
One Group MENS CORDUROY SUITS Reg. 139.99Sale '30.00
2 Price
1
/
All BOYS SPORT COATS
All BOYS SWEATERS
% Price
ip
Out
IL nsi
Lining
BOYS ALL-WEATHER COATS___ZSizes 2 thru
All BOYS JACKETS
2 Off
1
/
73 V I I

ALL GIRLS DRESS AND CARReg.COATS - % Off
Reg,
'24.99
11999
'17.99
T1-4-.99 '12.99

SALE
'16.66
113.33
° '11.99
9.99
8.66

'10.99
9.99
7.99
6.99

SALE
'7.33
'6.66
'5.66
'4.66
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'THERE'S A CERTAIN VALUE IN
ThE EXCHANGE Of EXPERIENCES
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brute tbelter
of the
botanical

,
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Interest Rate
Changes On GI
Programs Given
Interest rate changes on two G1
insurance programs were announced today by the Veterans
Administration. Effective Jan.
11, the interest rate paid by
veterans on money borrowed ott
their Government life insurance
policies-will be five percent. The
old rate of four percent-in effect
more than 24 years-will continue to apply to all loans made
before Jan. 11.
The interest VA pays on insurance dividends left to accumulate by veterans holding
World War II type National
Service Life Insurance policies
(with a "V" prefix) was increased from 4 to 4.25 percent
effective Jan. 1, 1971.
Dividends left with VA for
these NSII policies totaled about
$283,000,000 at the end of 1970,
exceeding by $10,000,000 the
amount left with VA at the end of
1969.
The higher interest rate paid by
VA results from greater interest
earnings in the N&LI trust fund..
About 105,000 policy loans
amounting to nearly 7136,000,910
were made to veterans in 1970.

TAKE THE HEADACHES
OUT OF TAX TIME
FIGURING WITH A

VICTOR
TALLYMASTER
ADDING MACHINE

BABY DERBY
CENTRAL
SHOPPING CENTER
Highway 641- Mufray

Heard about Roses
BABY RACE?

tc.

'

Yes, and T can't
decide which diaper
to wear!

MOM, DAD,
ENTER.,YOUR--WY IN ROSES' BABY RACE

• "'w"--

FIRST PRIZE $25
2nd Prize '10 * 3rd Prize '6 * 4th Prize '4
YOUNGEST ENTRANT - '5
A GIFT WILL BE PRESENTED TO EACH ENTRANT
Just bring baby out Saturday between the hours of 1 and 4 p.m.
* OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES*

ELECTRIC $6995
AS LOW AS

1 Baby must not be more than 15 months old.

• FAST
ACTION

2. Baby must CRAWL 15 FEET.
(Baby may be enticed)
3. Timing will be by stop watch.

2 Off
1
One Group CHILDREN'S SNOW SUITS-----;-/
20% Off
All CHILDREN'S SPORTSWEAR
ne Group BOYS SOCKS (slightly soiled) Reg. 59' Sale 25'
2 Price
1
/
All LADIES PURSES
Sale 59'
One Table LADIES TV SHOES Reg, 99'
2
pr. 50'
2
Reg.
LADIES HOSEDr. TOOLADIES ALL-WEATHER011
DOWNTOWN

Growing Economy-Christen

Government Expands With

Cummings, Director of the Information Diviaion.

Farm Program Officials
To Be Briefed On-Plan

plete with
or New
tsteps of
of
echoes ,
its, Kenkind of
blazed the
to the land
nies. It is
ob'ate
his
1974'
can justify
ce to the
here,
ded.
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MURRAY

4. No more than 4 babies will race each race.
5 Winners will be announced at 4 p.m.

Ledger & Times
Office Supply

WHILE AT ROSES HAVE BABY'S PICTURE MADE IN
LIVING COLOR! 97!. For An-84-1-0
HOURS: SATURDAY - 10 a.m. to 1,1,ni: nod 2 to 5 p.m.
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Hubbard SeeksAnformation
On Four-Laning Project Here

1

Allbritten Funeral,
Conducted Today
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Living questions

(Continued From Page Duel
D0409
, 4,:_ BOO _ fox,
The final rites for James Ocus
Patricia Foy, Linda Futrell,
Allbritten of Hazel Route Two
Carla Elkins, Merry Evans,
were held today at 2:30 p.m. at
four-laning
proposed
avoring
the
Patty Greer, Joel Griffen, Kathy
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 21— Paducah.
the chapel of the Miller Funeral
opflosition was vocal and
Hardie, Sandra Hargrove, David
State Senator Carroll Hubbard of The Murray hearing was at- t the
Hazel,
with
Home,
Bro. Billy
SACRAMENTO, CAL. (UPI). Vice • in elective office is willing to even think
persistent4
Hall. Kathy Jackson, Izetta
and
Marshall
20
0
about
tended
by
Mayfield has asked Kentucky
Gallimore officiating.
about tackling," Agnew said.
Knolls,
Judy
Kemp,
had
opponents
Katie
President
Spiro T. Agnew says governFolsomdale
Jones,
The
of
supporters
County
Highway Commissioner B. E. Calloway
Serving as pallbearers were
"I'm talking about the decision in
Paschall,
Mark
Lee,
prior
to
days
four
ment
ultimately
must
face
the
"hard
there
Randy
rallied
welfare," he continued. "If a woman
"Bill" King to indicate "as soon four-inning Highway 641. The
Carr, Worlick Hutson,
Lewis
Orten,
McCann,
Sandra
a
hearing at
Susan
social judgments" of whether taxpayers
has not taken care of her children
as possible'' the results of two project received thirty-five en- the Mayfield
Chester Sturdivant, Eunice
Mitchell,
should keep terminal patients alive and
properly, who is going to say to that
public hearings held last August dorsements and no spoken op- !fleeting attended by both Scott Williams, Bill Moody, and Eunice Edith Litchfield, Sherry
woman,'We are going to take that child
Nancy Osborn, Debby Peal, Lisa
and Hubbard. Scott explained the
illegitimate children.
finance
and September in regard to [our- position.
from you—the natural mother—and put
four- Housden. Burial was in the New Perrin, Susan Pigg, Debbie
inning U.S. Highway 641 between At the Mayfield hearing ap- highway department's
Providence Cemetery with the
Agnew also said "sooner or later"
that child somewhere where it will reStockdale,
Johnnie
before
Hubbard
Rogers,
project
laning
the
januned
500
proximately
Benton and Murray and US.
government must decide whether it
ceive the proper care'?"
the Folsomdale citizens to arrangements by the Miller Glenda Stubblefield +, Kathy
should take children from unfit mothers .
Highway 45 from Lone Oak to Graves County Courthouse to urged
Funerataiome of Hazel.
"SOONER or later," he added,
Tommy
Todd,
Laura
Highfour-laning
of
Thompson,
and place them in other homes.
hear the state highway depart- support the
near Mayfield.
"there are places where a child cannot
Mr. Allbritten, age 72, died
Watkins.
Carla
present
and
referring
to
the
way
45,
Vance,
proposal
for
four-laning
ment's
Hubbard, in a letter yesterday
be allowed to stay in the surroundings
Tuesday at ten a.m. at the
The Vice President, in extemporaneAdams,
that Children are being brought up in
to King at the state office building Highway 45. However, though 400 plan "as perhaps the last chance Western Baptist Hospital, Sophomores—Stacy
ous remarks to 300 California County
Braoch,
Gale
Arnold,
move
ahead
time
to
Dale
in welfare homes today."
government officials, meeting to discuss
here, reminded the highway of these appeared to favor the for a long
Paducah.
Sherry Bucy, Sarah Calhoun,
welfare costs, said he knows of no policommissioner: "On Wednesday, four-laning proposal for the quickly in modernizing this
The Vice President said he belleves
He
is
survived
by
his
wife,
Mrs.
tician "willing to even think about
Danny Cossey +, Debbie Crick,
COO- dangerous, ridiculous highway."
August 19, 1970—more than five narrow, winding artery
"catastrophic" health insurance is necRuby Allbritten; one daughter,
decisions
because
tackling"
these
hard
Dowdy,
proposals
Crowell,
Keith
the
two
four-lane
If
Kathy
essary, "maybe of a governmental namonths ago—a public hearing fleeting Paducah and Mayfield,
Mrs. Billy Raspberry of Hazel;
they might be "victimized by the demature," to pay for medical expenses above
was held at Murray in regard to at least 100, mostly from the are approved by the Federal one brother; Lloyd Allbritten of Jerry Duncan, Lorna Erwin,
gogues."
a certain percentage on man's income.
the proposed four-laning of 10.72 Folsomdale area along the Highway Administration, when New Concord; four grand- Sandra Futrell, Charles Gale,
But, he added, "Is a man who is in a
AGNEW ALSO said the solution to
miles of U.S. Highway 641 linking present route, opposed the built the four-lanes would be two children; two great grand- Darrell Gibson, Susan Hall,
growing welfare benefits is "much more -terminal illness able, by virtue of that
Beverly Hayes, Delores Hicks,
proposal. There were many new highways, constructed acBenton and Murray.
legislation, to be kept alive an extra
chiildren.
complex" than Gov. Ronald Reagan's
Vickie Humphreys +, James
month at a cost of $30,000 to the LAX"On Wednesday, September 9, speakers and groups from cording to federal safety stanproposal to put able-bodied recipients to
were
Teresa
Joseph,
Kathy
projects
Jarrett,
Both
payer?"
dards.
1970—more than four months Graves and McCracken Counties
work on government projects.
designed by the state highway
Kelly, Janey Kelso, Rosemary
ago—a public hearing was
"I have a theory that these problems
Who decides . . whether he's to
engineers here and are mapped
Lamb, Kenny Lawrence, Glen
will never be subject to complete soluconducted by the Kentucky
be allowed for his terminal illness to
Miller
+,
paraliel
to
the
Debbie
Gail
to
go
west
of
and
Mathis,
tion
until
somebody
in
public
life
is
willrun to the end, or whether he's gding
Department of Highways at
ing to take on the hard social judgto be allowed to die of natural causes
present highways from 500 to 2000
Darlene Oliver, Byron Roller,
-Mayfield
concerning
the
(Conthmed
From
Page
One)
one
I
know
ments
that,
very
frankly,
no
before that time?"
feet.
Emily Ross, Paulette Ross,
proposed four-inning of 16.44
and
Scott,
Both
present
highways
-45
Rule,
Donald
Brenda
miles of U.S. Highway 45 between
the ballgame, after a trip to the
Federal State Market News 641—would be maintained by the library, after getting a
Sabrina Tucker, Connie UnLone Oak and the General Tire
Coke,
state department of highways etc?!
derhill, Pam White, Joyce
and Rubber Company plant two Service January 21, 1970
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog after the building of the new
miles north of Mayfield."
Many people do not feel that the Winchester, and Vickie WorkHubbard added, At both Market Report Includes 10 routes
Board of Education should alio* man.Freshmen—Phyllis Adams,
The current highway between the Junior-Senior Prom to be
Continued From Page One
hearings those interested in these Buying Stations
held
two needed projects were told Receipts: Act. 635 Est. 900 Benton and Murray goes through at Calloway County High School. Robert Allen, Debra Bonner,
From The
Mr. Humphrey had to go home
that a record of the public Barrows and Gilts 50c higher South Marshall and Hardin in We feel that the Calloway County Rebecca Burkeen, Kenneth
and get the horse so she could
Marshall Counties and through Board of Education should
*Cleaver, Karen Crick, Jesse
hearings would be sent to the U.S. Sows mostly steady
allow
make it home. Said she had to
Dexter and Almo Heights in the students of Calloway
Darnell, Kathleen Doyle +, Mrs. Ella Floyd Gordon, forBureau of Public Roads ( now
County
hold her feet up to keep them
County, died
of
Calloway
merly
US
County.
From
Paducah
Quentin
.Fannin,
1-3
200-240
Calloway
Freda
*
Dincan,
lbs.
816.25-16.75;
Federal
Highway
AdHigh School to have a prom the
from dragging in the snow.
11:30 a.m. at the
(Reg.U.S. Pat. Off.)
ministration) for 'corridor ap- US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 815.75-16.25; to Mayfield Highway 45 is four- same as the Murray Board of Danny Futrell, Julia Greenfield, Tuesday at
Hospital, By United Press International
proval'. I believe you will agree US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 111.26-15.75; lane to Lone Oak and then is two- Education freely allows the Laurel Guy, Lornar Harrell, Vern Western Baptist
Thus far we have found no
that the thousands of people in US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 814.75-15.25; lane through "Leeder Bottom" at students of Murray High to have Herndon, Amanda Hoke, Warren Paducah.She was 86 years of age WASHINGTON —Senate Mathe southern tip of McCracken their prom.
Hopkins, Suzette Hughes +, and a resident of 634 Locust jority Leader Mike Mansfield original written record of either
Western Kentucky who are very Sows
Drive, Paducah.
describing prospects .for. Pres- the snow or the MHS fire.
much interested in these two US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $11.75-12.50; County and remains two-lane
Now, many people may feel Billie Johnson, Vickie Johnson,
The
deceased
was
the
widow
of
ident
Nixon's priority programs
and
Jennifer
Lovett,
US
1-3
Folsomdale,
Viola
Jones,
300-550
lbs.
through
Patricia
811.0042.00;
highways being four4aned should
that the Murray Board should
L. E. McSwain of 1511 Story says
Oglesby, Oscar Turner .Gordon. She was a in the 92nd„ Congress:
Pam
McCallon,
Phil
receive in the very near future a US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $10,00-11.00. Irtekory in Graves County.
disallow the prom
at Murray
Both of the hearings were High because the above men- Marion Outland, Cathy Pigg, native of C-altoway County and a 'Social Security, no trouble; the snow started on the afternoon
progress report as to the status of
scheduled by former Kentucky tioned "events" might happen Johnny Riley, Richard Scott, member of the Hardin Church of revenue sharing, trouble; fami- of December 7, 1917 and conthe two projects.
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale Total
Christ.
ly assi.stance planning, trou- tinued on the next day. He was
"Would you please reply-. as head 362. Compared to last weeks Highway Commissioner Euge
afterwatd. But, as we said Lisa Seaford, David Smith
Survivors are seven daughters, ble."
teaching at Pt. Pleasant down
Stockdale,
Juana
Spann,
Meleia
soon as possible as to the steady to 50c higher. Light weight Goss of Harlan last summer.
"tore, they would have to
near Paris Landing, and had to
Mrs. Ona Hill of Columbus, Ohio,
Taylor
Melinda
Tabers,
Jennifer
'corricior approval', which, it under 25 lbs. 816.00.
disallow
the movies, the
Tucson,
Mrs.
Eddie
Johnson
of
turn
out school the next day.
WEST
PALM
BEACH,
Fla.
Tucker,
Larry
seems, is certainly slow in being
ballgames, etc. There is, of +, Tina Todd,
Mrs. Louise Cun- —Millionaire Charles A. Munn Thirty days later in January, he
Tommy West. , Arizona,
and
Wells,
Alan
.
either igpeoved or rejected?
this
the
US 1-2 26-35 lbs. $15.50
iungham of LaMirada, Calif., explaining why he rented a says another big snow came
"Bib, I again assure you that US 1-2 46-55 lbs. $16.75
because there
always be
Mrs. Gennella Miller of Houston, Boeing 707 jet to fly here from about as deep as the one in
both of these heavily travelled, US 1-2 56-65 lbs. $15.75
alone
your
Texas, and Mrs. Clara Peck, Paris:
December.
dangerous, inadequate highways US 1-2 70-89 lbs. $14.00
with
c
dial::.ce to be
Mrs. Julia Darnell, and Mrs. "I have. been ill, so I wanted
need to be four-Laned. We need US 1-2
Let all who read this kriiiv; that
90-105 lbs. $12.25
Euna Saffer, all of Paducah; one to get here quickly."
Mrs. Luther McClain says the
and must have these projects
T. H. (Tilmo Brandon of we respect and love our parents.
US 3 26-35 lbs. $13.75
snow began about 4:00 p.m.
son, Onyx Gordon of Concord,
One)
*
iC,ontinued
From
Page
approved and completed for US 3 46-55 lbs. $11.25
Murray Route Six passed away We have been brought up by their
Tenn.
ROCKVIEW,% Pa.
—State December 6, 1917. She had a baby
progress, dxtustrial growth and US 3 56-65 lbs. $13.00
this morning at 4:45 at the ways and their standards. This tanker Oregon Standard, which
Also surviving are one brother, Attorney General Fred Speaker, girl born on that day and
expansion, safety and future IJS 4 36-45 lbs. $10.00
Murray-Calloway County has all been combined to create was rammed by a sister ship,
Hospital where he had bees a. our own outlooks and moral the Arizona Standard, in dense Wilbur Ferguson of Centralia, discussing his order on leaving remembers it well.
traffic deznands in far western US 4 70-89 lbs. 811.75
M.; two sisters, Mrs. Eunice office that the only electric
patient in the Cardiac Care unit standards. All we are asking for fog early Monday morning just
Kentucky."
US 4 105-125 lbs. $90.75
Smith of Hardin and - Mrs. chair in the Pennsylvania Hall McCuiston calls to say that
since January 14.
Hubbard spoke in favor of the Boars
is a little more faith and trust in west of the Golden Gate Bridge.
Beulah Phillips of Murray; prison system should be dis- the first snow was in November
two proposals at last year's 36-45 lbs. $12.20
The deceased was a retired choosing our methods of
There still was no estimate
Of 1917, on a Thursday, he thinks.
twenty
grandchildren; twenty- mantled:
farmer and was a member of the recreation as all adults have the on how much oil escaped from
hearings. Both hearings were 36-55 lbs. $12.00
six great grandchildren.
"I am unwilling to leave Snow stayed on the ground til
conducted by First District High- 70-89 lbs. $11.75
Poplar Spring Baptist Church. He right of choosing theirs.
the Oregon's tanks, but figures
Funeral services weri held intact, as I depart my office, a March. Drifts six to seven feet
way Engineer Thomas A. Scott of
was a veteran of World War I. He
ran from 500,000 to 1.9 million
90-115 lbs. 810.50.
today
at one p.m. at the Lindsey cruel instrument of public deep. Charlie Marr lived across
is
trust,
there
and
faith
Without
was born March 29, 1895, in
gallons.
the field from him and he says
Funeral Chapel, Paducah, with vengeance."
Calloway County and his parents no hope for the future.
that Charlie was snowed in for
Paul Forshey officiating.
Thank you
were the late John Brandon and
as SAN FRANCISCO
some time, except for just
Sons-in-law
served
—Russ
Signed:
Molly Hopkins Brandon.
allbearers. Burial was in the Revere, an assistant at the slogging his way out on foot. Most
Mike Stalls
Mr. Brandon and his wife, the
Gordon Cemetery in Calloway marine biology station at of the flu came in 1918, Hall says.
Charles Clark
former Betty Phillips, who
County.
Bolinas Lagoon, reporting on
'69 grads of MHS (Continued From Page One
married
were
survives,
volunteers' efforts to keep the Mr. Wilburn Cavitt reports that
December 26, 1922.
Now You KNOW
S. Viets seek $35-million U. S. aid
of the tree is completed and that By United Press International San Francisco Bay oil spill he graduated from Murray High
Survivors are his wife; two
they are cut clown to allow for the
from affecting the lagoon, last in May 1919 and his class was the
sons, Hobert Brandon, 523 South
Palindrome, which means a
for sending troops to Cambodia
continued
growth
and
developnesting site of colonies of great last to graduate before the school
llth Street, Murray, and Hubert
word or phrase that reads the
blue herons and white egrets: burned. It must have occurred
ment of shoots sent up from the
Avenue,
Ryan
Brandon,
1707
—
as
backwards
same
forwards
SAIGON (UPI): Economy Minister Pham Kim
"The operation has been during the Christmas vacation of
roots of each tree which in turn
Burnett
brothers,
Murray;
two
—is
taken
such
as
Lon
Nol
Ngoc said South Vietnam has asked the U. S. to
successful so far. We'll just 1919, he says.
another
mature
into
grow
will
Brandon of Murray Route Four
from the Greek word for "that
guarantee the Saigon government an extra 935
have to wait and see if it
tree.
million in aid in exchange for the sending of South
and Issac Brandon of Almo Route
which runs back again."
Mrs. Burnie Miller calls to say
former
Murray
man,
with
The
works."
Vietnamese troops to Cambodia.
One; four grandchildren, Miss The Federal Bureau of Inthat the big snow started on
his wife, the former Loretta
Ngoc said the proposal was made to Defense
accepting
apCarol
Miss
is
Brandon,
vestigation
Debra Kay
December 19, 1917.
Eldridge, and their three
Secretary Melvin R. Laird in his visit to Saigon last
Brandon, Jimmy Brandon, and plications from high school
NO NEWS BLUES
children, Allen, Marty, and Gina,
weekend. He said U. S. officials had not definitely
Palmer; one graduates, or persons with the
—Pit- LIPS TELL ALL
(Paula)
(UPI)
David
PITTSBURGH
Mrs.
promised the extra money but "they clearly underspent the holidays with their
tsburghers missed the news CHICAGO (UPI) -- Lipstick
great grandson, Charles Allen equivalent thereof,both male and
stood" the Saigon government's position.
mothers, Mrs. Mashall Fuqua
WIFE RECOGNIZES POW
positions
at
female, for clerical'
more than the comics during stains on a man's collar now
Palmer.
TULSA, Okla. (UPI) —A
C. and Mrs. Lonnie Eldridge, both of their two-week newspaper might lead a suspicious wife
D.
Washington,
Funeral services will be held its
Murray.
Tulsa woman said she recogstrike, a public relations firm directly to their source.
Friday at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel Headquarters.
Two scientists say in the nized her prisoner of war
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
BANGKOK (UPI)—Film sta here reported after surveying current issue of an American husband on a network television
Mr. Frederick C. Fehl, Special
300
persons.
Home with Rev. Jerrel White and
Mitr ChaibanCha, killed in Oc
newscast Wednesday.
NORTH
Rev. Thomas Perkins officiating. Agent in Charge, FBI, Louisville, tober when he fell from a rope The survey showed residents Dental Association publication
U S PLANES
Carol Monlux, who went to
that
lip
prints,
like
VIETNAM
fingerprints,
announced
that
Kentucky,
has
G.
T.
newspaper
Pallbearers
will
be
loss
of
the
felt
the
ATTACK RED
ladder hanging from a helicopter
Paris
a year ago with two other
are
unique.
MISSILE SITES
Brandon, Howard Brandon, John the starting annual salary for while making an adventure film, obituary columns and grocery
NORTH OF DMZ
POW wives to meet with the
Brandon, Bill Crouse, Joe these positions, which require no will be cremated at a Buddhist advertising most keenly during They cited the case of an
North Vietnamese peace deletyping or shorthand ability and
the strike, which ended Mon- anonymous letter sent to Tokyo
Brandon, and Jack B randon.
temple here Thursday.
ROUNDUP
gation,
made what she said was
police
threatening
to
blow
up
a
no
-4:)revious
experience,
is
Interment will be in the Elm
Mites body has lain at the day. Most of those telephoned building. The letter was signed positive identification of her
\
1
euA41.
Grove Cemetery with the 84,900:00 with proinotiosj to temple for 104 days so his fans said they did not ants the
husband after viewing the tape
•
arrangements by the Blalock- $5,500.00 after 30 days. Clerks could pay their respects to the comics as much as they did the with two lip prints. Tow
of the CBS Evening News at
suspects
were
cleared
when
the
employed
for
Fingerprint
where
affairs,
Home
national
Coleman Funeral
man who starred in 180 Thai news on
Tokyo Dental College said their the studios of Tulsa station
technician positions start at a
activities
and
and
business
friends may call.
movies and was the nation's
lips did not match the prints. KOTV.
THAILAND
salary of $5,500.00 with additional
social events.
superstar.
increases given at six-, twelve-, greatest
and twenty-four-month intervals,
so that at the end of twenty-four
$000 CANROOIANS, 5.000
JANUARY 19, 1971
months of service an employee
SOUTH viETS IN DRIVE FOR
ADULTS
104
COSTLY. CRUCIAL HIENOVAY 4
may earn $7,700.00 annually.
NURSERY 4
For applicants possessing
atakbe, AMBO A
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS typing ability at the rate of 45
watN '. \" , .Y,,,,\ N
words per minute, the starting
\\\.\\
,.. \
salary is $5,500.00 and $6,200.00
DISMISSALS
John McCuiston, Rt. 2, for those who can also pass a
mom
Puryear, Tenn.; Earl Byerly, Rt. shorthand test of 80 words Der7,Murray; George Linville, Rt. 1, minute.
/NMA TIANG
SWIM
Applicants must be United
Hardin; Mrs. Joella Wilson and
DAIAT
KOMPONG
.0
citizens, at least 16 years
States
Murray;
Girl,
1604
Dodson,
Baby
watodo
Mrs. Lalita Bogard and Baby of age, able to pass a required
NIEY VEFIC
•RANG RANG
Boy, Rt. 2. Murray; Mrs. Peggy physical examination and a rigid
ANN
of
loyalty,
and Baby Girl, Rt. 4, investigation
Draffen
WE
WHEN 140A
Benton; Master Gary Burkeen, reputation and character.
"MASI
412 Sycamore, Murray:- Mrs.
Rubie Lassiter and Baby Boy, Interested applicants are
SOUTH
Box 87, Hazel; Miss Vickie Hauk, requested to write to the FBI, P.
KONG
C
VINHLONG
SON V
THO•'
— VIETNAM
\;
Dexter; Miss Tammy Colson, Rt. 0 Box 1467, Louisville, Kentucky
2, Murray; Miss Lurie McClary, 40201, call Louisville 583-3941 or
• SOC.
TRANGr
Regents Hall 812-A MSU, the nearest Resident Agency
Murray; Master Ricky Rogers, Office of the FBI- which hurnber
mum*
Rt. 6, Murray; Brent Atkins, 1666 'can be found in your Iciod
Calloway. Murray; William telephone bo(1k, for additional
U S COITUS OPliAW
FIIICIM SHIP IN GUVr
Dilday, Rt 3, Murray, Georga information including vacations,
< ',WA AU sw,r9
194
Beinionle, siek leave.msurance. aflc other
-"Calffnan,
:MUDGE_
Mit VGWVIA
bgehan c,fiagrfs rju
Murray; Mrs Flossie Miller, Rt valuable bete...tits
Cambodian troop column pushing aouthiilc,ng
heav-5,, girder in place
thCy roplaco bi,,v;rn up teRigo..
2. Hazel
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
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FOR RENT
WANT ONE boy to share two
bedroom furnished home with
three others. Deposit and
references required. Phone 7531551.
TFC

added,
cannot
ndings
up in
Heves
Is neetal naabove
ncome.
Is in a
of that
extra
he taa-

VERY LARGE four room furnished apartment for two or three
boys. Private bedrooms, private
entrance, plenty parking. Central
heat, alLutilities paid. Downtown
location. Available now. Baxter
Bilbrey, phone 753-5617 days, 7531257 nights.
J21C

e's to
ess to
going
causes

NICE PRIVATE sleeping room
for college boy. Bath and
refrigerator. Private entrance.
One block from campus. Phone
753-6425 days of 753-5962 nights.
JR1C
NICE MOBILE home, 10x52,
electric
heat,
carpeted
throughout. Phone 753-6044. J21C

•.•
age One)

PRIVATE OR SEMI-Private
rooms for girls. Central heat and
air conditioning. Private entrance and kitchen. 1603
Hamilton. Phone 753-2668 after
5:30p.m.
J26C

to go home
so sdie could
• she had to
keep them
e snow.
e found no
•rd of either
fire.

NICE FURNISHED apartment
for three or four girls. Phone 7537381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00
TFC
p.m.

11 Story says
the afternoon
17 and conday. He was
easant down
and had to
e next day.
January, he
snow came
the one in

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
INCOME PROPERTY; nice
three bedroom brick home,living
room and bedrooms carpeted,
den and kitchen combination,
utility room with glass sliding
doors leading on to a 30 x 10 ft.
patio. Downstairs a private
entrance to a three bedroom and
bath. upstairs, running water in
each apartment. Air conditioned
and electric heat. Rooms rent for
6180.00 per month. Located at
1603 College Farm Road, 41 block
from campus. Phone 753-2377.
J23C

NOTICE

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO, Ph. CH1-314O

3 BEDROOM LAKEFRONT COTTAGE in Pine Bluff Shores.
Has 1'2 baths, central heat, boat dock and 250' deep lot. Built
in 1969.
FOR SALE

VIRE SALE: 4-ply nylon white
sidewall, premium grade, wrap
around tread design. Federal
excise tax included on all prices.
650x13-$17..85.
775x14-$21.23,.
825x14-$22.09, 855:14423.63815x 15-$22.09, 845x15423.63.
900x15-$25.07. 4-ply Polyester
white sidewall; 885x14426.37.
845x15-$25.25. 6-ply pick-up truck
tires premium traction; 700t15$28.80. Compare price and
quality. You can't beat Uncle
Jeff's.
JVC

EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT,
economical, Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
AUTO INSURANCE for every 1968 IMPALA COUPE,307 motor, 41.00at Big K.
J23C
driver, Low rates, monthly two door hardtop, white vinyl
payments. Jerry Lovett In- roof, factory air and power. REMNANTS IN stock, 30
to 40
surance, Hardin,437-4251. J26C Phone 753-2521.
J23c per rent off. Montgomery-Ward,
510 West Main Street.
Jan.=
NOTICE

FANTASTIC ONE of the very
nicest new owner occupied (built
to live in) homes in Murray
(Westside.)
Three
large
bedrooms, each with tile bath.
Large living, dining, kitchen and
den areas, central heat and air.
All
modern refinements on
beautifully landscaped lot.
ALSO TWO land bargains are 75
wooded acres near Kentucky
Lake for $7500.00, and a 75 acre
farm West of Kirksey for
68750.00.
FOR INCOME TAX service and
for information on these and
many multiple listed properties
call C.O. Bondurant Realty and
Tax Service. Phone 753-9954 or
753-3460.
J23C

NOTICE

3 BEDROOM RANCH STYLE HOME on a 218' it 400' wooded
tract. Located on a blacktop road, 4 miles S. E. of Murray.
Home has a 2-car garage, den with fireplace, sliding glass
doors to patio, 26'living room, 2 ceramic baths, kitchen builtins, carpeting, good well and electric heat.

AUTOS FOR SALE

REWARD

BIRCH WALL ,cabinets, completely finished and ready to
install. Provincial style, Ideal for
utility room or garage. Phone
753-9705.
J25C

$25.00 reward offered for information leading to arrest and
Conviction of person who have
been stealing my real estate
signs from properties in Murray,
Kentucky.
Claude L. Miler,
Realtor
753-5064 phones 753-3059
J22C

CONSOLE STEREO with stereo
AM-FM radio, $80.00. Phone 7539516 after 5:00p.m.
J25C
Chennut-Murray,Ky.

FRONT LOADING portable dishwasher. Slightly damaged. Big
Savings. Dunn's TV & Appliances,South 12th St.
J22C

25 ACRES with four room house TRIANGLE RESTAURANT in
not quite finished, basement, Aurora is now open; Serving _1967 SIMCA four door,one °vim«
reasonable. Two miles west gg plate lunches and eatfish Willie radio, two new tires. Good In- 19115.810BILE HOME in excellent
Jpc condition with furniture and air
J26P terior. Phone 753-7241.
Lynn Grove, turn at Crittenten's and Maglene Brown.
Store,south two miles. Phone 435conditioner. Phone 753-7930. J22C
1962 CADILLAC Deville, extra
J21C
NICE 8 room dorm. Suitable for 5802.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- clean, good condition, full power,
.10 to 16 girls. Large kitchen,
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. factory air, new tires Financing THREE PERCENTAGE
SERVICES ()VEERED
plenty of bathroom space. Ideal
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- available Would consider trade harolais Bulls, ready for service
for Sorority group. Phone 753in the spring. Three percentage
J29NC for small cal . Phone 753-6392.
mington,Kentucky.
7381 Days or 753-5108 after 5. TFC FOR ALL your home alterations,
J21C Charolais heifers. Also 1969
Honda 160, and 1963 Dodge pickFURNISHED APARTMENT repairs, remodeling, etc., new or FREIGHT EI,EVATOR, hand
up. Call 435-4383 after 5:00
old. Free estimates. Call 7534123.
with living room, kitchen, bath
operated. May be seen at Diuguid 1967 NOVA Super Sport, 327, 3 p.m.
J21C
February 1514C
and two bedrooms. For girls or
building. This elevator is free-you speed transmission. Phone 753couple. Phone 753-8904.
J23C
pay removal charges. Phone 753- 2853.
J23P ARC REGISTERED female Irish
GENERAL REPAIRING, odd 4623.
J23C
• Setter. Three months old. In good
jobs; painting. .Phone 435.5802.
THREE ROOM suite o4,office2i. t"0
1964 FORD custom 500, V8, health. Phone 753-7440.
J21P
J21C
'.:Central heat and air, paneled and
automatic transmission, 4 door.
give
to
SOMEONE
WANTED:
all carpeted. Plenty of free
Very clean. $725.00. Phone 753parking. Phone 753-7724 between WILL DO baby sitting in my bass guitar lessons to 14 year old 8880.
J23P BALDWIN PIANOS and organs,
boy. Any week day night except
rent $10.00 monthly, rent applies
8:00a.m. and 5:00p.m.
ITC home.
767-4784.
Phone
to purchase. Used spinet pianos
Wednesday. Phone 753-4469 after
J23P
References available.
1962 PONTIAC. Phone 7536:051p.m.
J21C
and organs. Lonardo Piano
TWO BEDROOM, 12" wide
J23C
2358.
Company, "Your Complete
trailer. Located at Waldro_p's
BABY SITTING service, weekMusic Store." Paris, and Martin,
Trailer Court. 753-5953.
J2-11P
489Phone
VOLKSWAGEN.
1959
days. Starting February 1st, 1971,
HELP WANTED
J22C
Tennessee.
J23C
2189
8:30 to 4:30, 50c per hour. Brick
VACANT MOBILE home, two house next to Presbyterian
1000 BALES Timothy and Clover
1965 FORD Fairlane, 4 dr. 11,000 hay. 70c per bale. Call John
bedroom. Call 753-7671 or 753-8333 church, 16th and Main. Just drop WANTED:EXPERIENCED
at
Bailey
Rudy
See
man.
body
Phone
actual miles. Local car.
after five p.m.
Jan. 21C in.
J25C
Rayburn, Benton, Kentucky 527.Rudy's Body Shop, 301 Ash St., 753-2934 after 500 p.m.
J23C
J22P
9129 after 5:00p.m.
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753NOTICE
NO1ICE
1277 days or 753-5175 nights. J23C
1966 FAIRLANE GT, 390 engine; SPECIAL SALE on AKC White
excellent condition. Off white Toy Poddle puppies. Also one Toy
WOMEN! DO you need extra interior. Good tires. Priced to Peek-A-Poo. One grown white
money to help with winter ex- sell. Phone 753-1738 after 5.00 male Pekingese. Phone 753-4469
J26C
penses? Earn up to $4.00 per hour p.m. See at 101 Clarke St , near after 6:00p.m.
.12.5P
in spare time as a Vanda Beauty Hales Trailer Cotu-t.
FIREPLACE WOOD. Call
Counselor, 753-1711.
TFC
Dennis Chester, 435-4895 after
WANTED TO BUY
J22P
6:00p.m.
SALESMEN WANTED
WANT TO BUY 10 ft or 12 ft wide
TEXAS REFINERY CORP. mobile homes. Contact Brand..n 25 BALES of extra good jap hay,
offers opportunity for high in- Dill, 753-2930 after 4:00 p.m J21C 1.00 per bale delivered. Also 65
ead weaning pigs. Phone 435come PLUS regular cash and
J23P
5311.
vacation bonuses, abundant
fringe benefits to mature man in WANT TO buy; logs and stand rtg
Murray area. Regardless of timber. Also have for sale lumber SET OF custom made cattle
experienct, air mail J. C. Pate, and sawdust.-Murray Saw Mill racks for late model Dodge
J23C
Pres., Texas Refinery Corp., Box and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147
up. Phone 753-2350.
TFC
711,Fort Worth, Texas 76101.
J21P
THRASHED JAP straw, 35c Der
WANT TO BUY tour tickets bale. See Clovis Byerly, PotWestern Murray games, January tertown road. Phone 753-4733.
TWIN LAKES Mooring Co., Inc..
23. Phone 753-7629.
.123P
Jonathan
and
68
Highway
S.
U.
Outside
Lake.
Kentucky
Creek,
CARRY; While it
work. Base pay $1.80 per hour. WANT TO BUY good used chest CASH AND
J21F of drawers, also book case bed. lasts. Five new big truck loads
_
Apply in person.
J23C carpet. No. 1 quality, commercial
Phone 753-3805.
type hi-density rubber back in 12
OP- WANT TO BUY Clover hay. and 15 foot widths, $3.95 square
EMPLOYMENT
J23C yard. Also heavy shag, $3.95
PORTUNITIES with ,new in- Phone 489-2189.
Square yard. Some carpet in
dustry. Heavy and light precision
machinery and fabrication. WANT TO buy electric trees stook low as $2.50 square yard.
Openings for; Manufacturing or American Flyer or Lionel, Ay We've got it ih stock now, in full
methods engineers, thaintenance age or condition. Phone 753-2707 rolls, not remnants. Paschall's
foreman, senior manufacturing Murray,Ky.
J29NC Discount House, Hazel, Ken323P
tucky,492-9733.
engineer, senior industrial
superintendent
engineer,
FOR SALE
USED TRAILERS presently
machining and fabrication,
superintendent assembly and REGISTERED ANGUS cattle; rented. Need to sell before next\
test, machinery and fabrication coins, calves and two hulls semester. Also one building lot
foreman. Minimum 5 years George Shoemaker 436-5898 .323P for 4-plex and one for duplexl
Phone 753-6234 or 753-6202. J2040
experience or equivalent degree,
Qualified applicants may apply 350 to 400 Bales of Clover Hay.
J23P
immediately at Kentucky State Phone 435-4929 anytime.
FENDER P.A. and Reverb,
Employment Service, 319 South
00. Vox Super Beatle am4525
Kentables
Mayfield,
7th Street,
TWO END tables, coffee
plifier, $600.00, Gibson Saturii
J21C and two lamps. Phone 753-7320
tucky
J27P amplifier, $200.00. Phone 753J23P
4672.
a
LOST & FOIL/ND

FURNISHED APARTMENT for
Jhjee or four college boys. Phone
.753-741 days or 753-5108 after
TFC
5:00p.m.
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Come by and see our large selection
of Tuxedos for the Spring Prom.

Ilk

L

THE COLLEGE SHOP
Murray, Ky
N 15th Street
Phone 753-3242

Across from the FASetibtlif7---t--

-wts

USED_TELEVISION, $20 00.
1.()ST. BLACK Manx cat. LostCarpet, baby crib, *buds record
vicinity of Burger Chef. If found player, nice used clothing, SI7eS 7
• J23P and 9. All reasonable. Phone 767- 1965,10 x 55 Liberty Mobile home
call 753-2865.
Air conditioned, -rinpeted, fur
"
6105.
rusterpigsuret.A11111
7
H.fgri4.024ritrey
11t7itilf1d
gas, excellent condition, $3200.00.
23" COLOR console television 44A Shady Oaks,753-9519. J23
on Vine Street Phone 753J23C 406050.
J22P $235.00. Phone 753-74

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REDUCED $4,000. This extrh
nice house and income property
near M. S. U. It's really priced ti
sell. Three rooms to rent plus
extra large house to live in. Two
baths, three bedrooms, tieing
room, kitchen. Must see to appreciate. Central heat & air,
humidifier, completely
remodeled and sharper than
most new houses, aluminum
trim.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION THROUGHOUT and located in
a most desirable location. These are the two main features of
the 3 bedroom brkk iiome we have listed at Wiswell. Wall to
wall carpeting, ceramic bath, den with fireplace, double
2 acre yard.
/
.good well and 11
carport, petjt

FULL PRICE $6,900. Three
bedroom houSe, 2 acres of land,
outbuilding, only one mile from
town.

4 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on one acre lot in Lynn Grove.
Located across the street from the elementary school. This
2 baths, electric heat
/
spacious home features carpeting, 11
and city water. Owner being transferred.

123 ACRES of good farm land. 13
2 acre tobacco
/
acre corn base, 21
base, good livable house, tobacco
barns. Worth the money.

3 BEDROOM BUFF BRICK in Plainview Acres. Has central
heat and air, 1,72 ceramic baths, utility, panelled kitchenfamily room, carpeting, drapes, carport and large lot.

FOUR BEDROOM house with
extra large lot. Eight rooms in all
and is located near city limits.
House needs a little work but for
the price on this one you can't go
wrong.

TWO YEAR OLD BRICK HOME at New Providence. In
"Like-new" condition and features a den with fireplace,
kitchen with built-in range and dishwasher, carpeting, two
utility rooms, 3 bedrooms, double carport with solar screen,
good deep well and one acre lot.
LARGE TWO STORY FRAME HOME in North Hazel.
Situated on an attractive.corner lot, this 2 bedroom home has
a gas floor furnace, hardwood floors, two fireplaces and a
large 2 room semi-finished attic. Offered for sale at 91,000 to
settle estate.
4 BEDROOM FRAME HOME at 402 South llth Street, in
Murray. Has a living room, dining room, kitchen, large
utility room,carpeting, drapes, TV antenna, air conditioner,
electric heat, separate garage and 85' x 150' lot. All for
$13,000.
ATTRACTIVE 3 BEDROOM BRICK at 1701 Melrose Drive.
Central heat and air, 2 ceramic baths, utility, kitchen-family
room with built-ins, carpeting and 2 car garage. Owner will
consider trade for smaller home.
LARGE 4 BEDROOM FRAME HOME at 4th and Gilbert
Streets, in Hazel. Has 2 bedrooms upstairs and 2 downstairs,
enclosed back porch, separate garage, large corner lot. Can
be bought with a small downpayment. Owner will finance the
balance at 7 percent interest.
3 BEDROOM HOME and 10 acres of land, on blacktop road,
within 4 miles of Murray. A good buy at $16,000.
2acres of land, only $5,000. Located
/
3 ROOM FRAME and 11
on US441, Smiles North of Murray. City water and natural
gas at the front of the property.
BRAND NEW, BRICK HOME with 3 spacious bedrooms,
listing room,kitchen-family room with built-ins, central heat,
2 miles S. E.
1
ceramic bath,city water and carport. Located 2/
of Murray.
4 BEDROOM, 2 STORY FRAME home in Northeast Hazel.
Has 2 fireplaces, oil heat, enclosed back porch, large corner
lot. PuB prise of $5,300..
•
•
EXCELLENT RENTAL PROPERTY at 506 Pine Street, in
Murray. Can be used as a single family residence or duplex
for higher revenue. Newly re-decorated and available immediately. Loated three blocks from downtosern, yet priced at
only $7,500,
3 BEDROOM,2 STORY FRAME home on a 75' x 175' corner
lot, in Hazel. A solidly built house at the bargain price of
$5,000.
2 BEDROOM STUCCO HOUSE with a 2 acre tract of land, 1
mile S. E. of Murray, on Hwy. 121. Good well, fences and
outbuildings: Full- price of $10,00(1.
20 ACRE TRACT OF FINE FARMLAND on Collins Road, 6
miles S. E. of Murray. Has no buildings but numerous good
building sites.

or,

NEAR DOWNTOWN-This extra
nice three bedroom, two bath
house. In excellent condition, has
air conditioning, carDeting,
draperies, and other extras.
Priced to sell.
EXTRA EXTRA nice four
2 baths,
/
bedroom brick-His 21
eight rooms in all, fireplace
central heat and air, carpeting,
built in appliances, utility, double
garage. Sharp in every way. See
it now before it gets away.
WINTER PRICE on this neat
lake house. Has 3 bedrooms,
living room, kitchen, bath
Electric heat, fireplace, water
system. It's a steal if bought
before fishing season.
BUY NOW and rent this apartment house next semester. Has
three apartments, completely
furnished. Potential income of
over $200 per month. Full price
$13,750. Owner will finance.
LISTINGS-NtEDED-Due to
many recent sales ROBERTS
REALTY needs new listings. We
are members of Multiple Listing
Service and will be more than
happy to help you sell your
property. Real Estate is our only
business and we devote . 100
pereent of OUT time to your Real
Jzfr
Estate needs.

FOR SALE OR TRADE
1966 CHEVROLET pick-up truck,
6 cylinder, power steering, low
mileage, long wheel base. Real
good condition. Model 1400
Winchester 12 gauge modified
choke shotgun. 28 inch barrell.
Phone 753-1277 days or 753-5175
nights.
J23C

NICE BRICK home in Murray.
Well located. Will sell or trade for
a farm. If interested, write to Box
32-J, Murray, Kentucky.
J23C

46 ACRE TRACT OF LAND with a large frame home in fair
condition. Located 2 miles East of Murray on Old MurrayConcord Road. A good inexpensive farm that offers potential
for someone willing to clean it up.
DELUXE 44 ACRE FARM with a fine home and outbuildings. Located 7 miles S. E. of Murray on a newly
blaektopped road. Must be seen to be appreciated
3 BEDROOM STUCCO HOME and 35 acre farm, located on
Hwy. 121, 4 miles S. E. of Murray. Has a large stock barn,
completely modern farrowing house, woven wife fences and
cross fences Well worth the $21,500 asking price.
75 ACRES OF GOOD PRODUCING FARMLAND with approximately 60 acres in bottornland. Has an older 2 bedroom
frame house in good condition. Priced at $300 per acre, and
owner will finance at 7 percent interest
157 ACRE GRADE-A DAIRY FARM that can be bought for
onl) $140 per acre Located on a good blacktop road, 5 miles
South of 1.ynn Grove.
153 ACRES, located 8 miles S. E. of Murray. High producing
lana that has been in the same family for approximately 100
years Financing available.
TO BUY
TO SELL

see as!
list with su!

Fulton Young. Realty
4th & Maple
Phone 753-7333Home Phones Fulton E. Young,' 753-4946;
•

Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534
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Vocational Courses Most New Pollution Control Improvements Highlight TVA Air, Water Programs
Preferred By High School
Students Study Discovers
and
Corinth,
Alabama,
New pollution control imresearch ateretn in fish became a
provements and
projects highlighted TVA air and national concern in 1970 as
water quality programs in 1970, evidence of potentially hazardous
the agency reported today.
contamination was found at
Pollution monitoring work also scattered locations across the
Courses with vocational im- shift in interests has come was expanded during the year, country. After the Food and Drug
plications were the most about," the report stated. "Even Including Valley-wide sampling Administration established onepreferred of high school juniors for individuals, the interest ex- and analysis of fish as part of hell part per million as this
among 12 subject areas pressed in the 12 major fields was cooperative state and Federal country's first guideline oar
action to protect the public from maximum mercury allowable in
researched in a two-year study quite stable.
the newly-recognized hazard of fish flesh for human conrecently completed by the
correlations
st
"Test-rete
mercury contamination.
Service,
sumption, TVA expanded and
Educational Testing
averaged .86 after three weeks, TVA continued to reduce fly- intensified its program of
Princeton, N. J.
Of the 15,450 11th-grade .71 after one year, and .62 after ash emissions from its coal collecting and analyzing fish
students in a nationally two years. This amount of change burning power plants as inrepresentative sample of 187 high shows that it is still possible to do stallation of high-efficiency
schools, a "mean" of 22.55 of the something about interests above electrostatic ash collectors was
completed at Shawnee, Gallatin,
boys ranked industrial arts at the the age of 15."
and Watts Bar Steam Plants.
top of their interest list, while this
While some students gain in- Contracts were awarded for
was the least preferred among
terest in a field, others lose it, and similar installations at the Allen
the girls.
the relative amount of interest in plant and on four units of Colbert
Other areas ranking high in
all 11th graders in these fields is Steam Plant. This continuing
preference among the boys were:
probably the same now as it was program is designed to control 96
20.01);
Physical sciences
1966, the ETS emphasized.
in
percent of the ash from TVA
business (18.22); biology (17.39);
students were asked in the stacks by 1975.
The
and social studies (17.34).
study to mark each activity "2" if Work advanced on the
Among the girls, a mean of
it or thought they evaluation and development of
25.35 preferred home economics they liked
it; "1" if they don't processes for controlling sulfur
like
would
with secoetarial science (22.39),
know or don't care one way or the dioxide emissions from power
foreign languages i39.79, art
other; or "0" if they disliked it or plant stacks. At Shawnee Steam
(19.76), and -English (18.75 I
think they would dislike it.
Plant, TVA and the National Air
following in that order. Industrial
arts was the lowest on the girls' "Studies such as this are in- Pollution Control Administration
valuable in helping us evaluate completed and put into operation
list with a mean of 10.96.
The other two subject areas school curriculums and to know equipment for a $3-iismillion fullrated by the llth graders were how well our schools are doing scale study of the dry limestone
and how to make them better," injection process. At the same
mathematics and music.
When the schools researched said Dr. Hugh L. Oakley, dean of plant TVA, NAPCA, and Bechtel
were compared with the total the School of Applied Science and Corporation prepared ici begin an
number of high schools in the U. Technology at Murray State $8-'0,1 million prototype test of the
S. on various bases, the report University ,in directing attention wet scrubbing process for sulfur
removal.
noted, some differences were to the report.
Dr. Oakley stated that Meanwhile TVA announced
found and norms were weighted
to adjust for these differences. enrollment in industrial arts ars that it will install a still larger
It turned out, however, that home economics at Murray State wet scrubber on a 550,006\ some.
there were no significant dif- University supports the findings kilowatt generating unit at
ferences between the weighted of the ETS interest study. Widows Creek Steam Plant to
and unweighted norms, and the Enrollment in industrial arts and obtain experience in commercial
data released on the 12 school home economics continue to operation of this full-size sulfur
subject areas may be regarded increase while enrollment in removal equipment.
as the present academic interest other subjects have declined A new operational control
of all U. S. llth grade students, during the past three years, the procedure was adopted at
dean noted.
Paradise Steam Plant to cut back
the ETS concludecL_____
The ETS study further in- operation when weather conThe data on the students' interests were secured in October, dicates, Dr. Oakley emphasized, ditions occur that could cause
1966, and other years are needed, that young people today are excessive concentrations of
the study noted, to study the ' showing greater interest in sulfur dioxide at ground level. A
stability of the scores and their educational programs which similar procedure is being
contribute more specifically to developed for Widows Creek
predictive value.
Steam Plant.
"It is unlikely that any marked occupational preparation.
Work was completed on a .
specially-designed mobile air
monitoring van, equipped to
measure sulfur and nitric oxides,
total exklant levels, and related
meteorogical conditons. TVA air
roopitoring around its power
WASHINGTON UPD: The Nixon Administration
plants also uses helicopters,
has taken its first step to halt what Welfare Secretary Elliot L Richardson calls "a major erosion"
conventional aircraft, and
of black teachers losing their jobs because of deautomobiles.
segregation in some Southern school districts.
TVA staff members worked
The Administration has been under fire from civil
with NAPCA and other air
rights and education groups to do something about
pollution control organizations in
widely documented reports of wholesale firings and
several areas of the Tennessee
demotions of black educators as school deAgregation goes forward.
Valley region which were or will
The health, education and welfare department
be designated air quality
had, he says, notified school officials throughout the
management regions by NAPCA
nation they "must take new measures to correct the
in the national clean air program.
effects of any past discrimination against school
Air quality management regions
staff" if they are to remain -eligible for federal
were designated in 1970 at
funds.
Memphis and Chattanooga,
Richardson conceded. however, that any such fund
cutoffs would be unlikely this school year because
Tennessee; Paducah, Kentucky;
the cutoff process usually takes nine months or
and the vicinity of Florence..
more.

samples from Tennessee Valley and sediment samples from
Tennessee Valley lakes and
lakes and streams.
monitoring
This
streams.
were
to
findings
reported
All
,tate regulatory agencies, and as program is continuing.
e result two areas were closed to TVA scientists conducted
fishing—Pickwick Lake and the numerous survees during the
North Fork Holston River. In- year to assess water qtoslity in
dustries contributing to the several river and reservoir
problem were ordeted to reduce reaches, around sites of present
their pollutant discharges to or proposed industries, and
following fish kills or pollution
specified minimum levels.
During 1970 the TVA Water spills. On at least three occasions
Quality Labwatory in Chat- emergency water releases from
Lanooga performed some 2.500 upstream dams helped alleviate
Jnercury analysis on fish, water, effects of accidental pollution
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Claims for money
swamp Ohio officials

Persons Are Fined I n Murray Court
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VALPARAISO, Fla.—Master
Sergeant Richard Scarborough
Jr., son of Mrs. Loma M. Boone,
Rt. 1, phi Hickory Blvd.,
C
Madison, Tenn., is a member of
COLUMBUS: Don't expect instant money if you
are among nearly 4000 persons in Ohio secionc
th Eglin AFB,Fla.,squadron that
information about unclaimed money held by the
has received the U.S. Air Force
state
Outstanding Unit Award for
In an effort to return some $10 million to
exemplary performance in
rightful owners, the Unclaimed Funds Section of the
operating the Free World's first
State Commerce Department has been advertising ir
"space age" radar system.
local newspapers and it has been flooded with
Sergeant Scarborough, a radar
letters
-We have about four thousand queries on
technician with the 20th Surhand," says Walter W. Ward, US'S chief.
veillance Squadron, will wear a
distinctive service ribbon to
"People shouldn't expeci immediate refunds,'mark his affiliation with the unit
Ward said. "It may take up to four weeks before
Squadron personnel maintain
we'll be able to acknowledge receipt of a letter.
Before we send the forms to fill out, we have to
and operate a gigantic 13-story
check our records."
radar that performs the functions
'
many
radars
of
nearly
In cases where a bank account or insurance
simultaneously and is the first
policy was made in the name of a person now
for
specifically
designed
deceased, the courts must decide who will share the
inheritance.
detecting and tracking satellites
The state has more than 33 000 names of persons
and .ballistic missiles. The 20th
or groups eligible to claim funds. After the list was cited for distinguished
appeared in The Cincinnati Post and Times-Star, the
service in installing, testing and
UFS received 320 letter in two days.
subsequently operating the
Letters came in all sizes and styles The shortest
facility as part of the Aerospace
was a half-sheet of white paper on which the writer
Defense Command's frontline
pasted a portion of the ad, circled his name and
signed it.
defense,system.
- ..............--..........aseassealwasesere,
Sepgfeant Scarborough has
served 15 months duty in the
Republic of Korea. He is a 1949
graduate of DuPont High School
Stanley,
Vernon
Phillip
in Old Hickory, Tenn.
Persons have been charged,
shoplifting, fined $100.00 costs His wife,Dolly, is the daughter
been
and
guilty,
of
pleas
, entered
jail,
city
S10.00; thirty days in
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A
fined in the Murray City Court of
sentence suspended all put three Ferguson of 1414 Byran St., Old
City Judge William Donald
days
Hickory. The sergeant's father.
Overbey during this month.
Clem W. Sexton, driving while Richard B. Scarborough Sr.,
Records show the following ocIntoxicated, amended to reckless resides on Rt. 1, Murray.
curred.
driving, fined $100.00 costs 910.00.
1.srry D Pace, having wrong
Daniel E. Wagner, disorderly
,.Harola R. Salvati, dr.ving
plates, fined $1000 costs $1000.
to
fined $2000 costs $10.00.
amended
conduct,
intoxicated,
while
larceny,
Jeffrey Craig, petty
R. Wilson, disorderly
9100.00
Charles
fined
driving,
reckless
amended to disorderly conduct,
conduct, fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
00
$10
costs
610.00T
fined 520 00 costs
Teeker. -public - Dean Michael Biii",--disOr- - Lonnie
Edislird Count pettylarryt,.
given four days-in derly eenduct; fined $7000 costs
deulikerinete.
ancended to disorderly Tonduct.
IS10 00
jail
city
00
910
fuied $al 00 costs
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spills, and no major water system, but the agency is conpollution problems developed, ducting studies of the thermal
Plans were announced for pollution potential at eight power
construction of cooling towers to plants.
prevent possible adverse effects
in 1970
from warm water discharges at a Planning also continued
the
with
project
cooperative
a
on
Future nuclear power plant.
Adproposed for east Tennessee. Federal Water Quality
of a
They will be similar to the cooling ministration for construction
Browns
at
installation
research
towers at TVA's Paradise Steam,
Plant in western Kentucky. No Ferry Nuclear Plant where longon
significant effects on aquatic life term effects of heated water
using
studied,
be
will
life
aquatic
from condenser water discharg
have been found at other eight controlled channels and
coalfired plants on the TVA simulated natural conditions.
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